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ABSTRACT 

 
Internet management is mostly based on IETF standards, such as the Simple 

Network Management Protocol (SNMP), which was developed at the end of the 
1980’s and is widely used since then. Today, SNMP is the most widely deployed 
management technology. However, the SNMP management framework has some 
drawbacks in network management tasks, such as the management information 
model, instrumentation, management protocol, analysis, and presentation. 
Recently, XML-based network management, which applies XML related 
technologies such as XML Schema, DOM, XPath, XSLT, etc. to network 
management, has been proposed as an alternative or a complement to the existing 
network management. The use of XML in network management offers many 
advantages. XML provides powerful modeling features for structured 
management information in network management, and XML-based Network 
Management (XNM) can transfer a large amount of data over HTTP. Also, XNM 
can be easily implemented using standard API and freely available software. This 
advantageous applicability of XML technologies to network management tasks 
solves much of the SNMP problems.  

In addition to the SNMP problems, the current XML-based network 
management reveals some weaknesses because of the lack of sufficient 
implementation experience. The current XML-based network management does 
not completely provide the architecture of an XML-based network management 
system (XNMS). Also, the XML-based network management does not fully 
implement the XML/SNMP gateway to manage already existing SNMP agents 

DECE 

20033029 



 

and does not practically apply the gateway to real network management. 
Moreover, the performance evaluation of XNMS is not verified due to insufficient 
implementation. In this thesis, we propose the applicability of XML technologies 
to solve the SNMP problems, and provide the architecture of XNMS and 
performance evaluations of XNMS to solve the problems with the current XML-
based network management. We present the architectures of XNMS consisting of 
an XML-based Management (XBM) manager, an XBM agent, and an 
XML/SNMP gateway to manage legacy SNMP agents for integrated network 
management. We also present our experiences in developing the XNMS. For the 
gateway approach, we have implemented the gateway that performs specification 
translation of SNMP SMI to XML Schema and interaction translations. Also, we 
have developed an XML-based configuration management system (X-CONF) that 
is a specific management system for configuration management. Our experience 
with developing XNMS provides guidelines that can be applied to the 
development of XML-based management systems that take full advantage of the 
strengths of XML technologies. We have verified the effectiveness of our XBM 
agent by comparing the performance of our XBM agent with the SNMP agent. We 
have also evaluated the XML/SNMP gateway through performance tests and 
analysis. By applying our XNMS to the management of the POSTECH campus 
network, we show the scalability of our proposed systems. 
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1. Introduction 

This section gives an overview of SNMP-based network management and 
XML-based network management. Then, the problems of the current network 
management paradigm of SNMP-based network management and problems of 
previous XML-based network management are described and solutions are also 
proposed.  

1.1 Backgrounds 

The rapid pace of the Internet’s evolution is accompanied by the emergence of 
diverse network devices. Current IP networks are becoming more complex and are 
composed of these new network devices. Therefore, efficient network 
management systems are necessary to manage these networks and devices. As the 
Internet continues to grow, the tasks of operations and management of IP 
networks and systems are becoming more and more difficult. Network 
management involves the following essential tasks: modeling management 
information, instrumenting management information on managed resources, 
communicating with the manager and agent, analyzing the data, and presenting 
the analysis result to users. Since the late 1980s, the management of IP networks 
has mostly relied on the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [1]. 
However, the SNMP management framework has some weaknesses related to 
management tasks [2, 3]. 

Today, Extensible Markup Language (XML) [4] related technologies hold 
great promise. XML, which is a meta-markup language standardized by the 
World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C) for document exchange throughout the Web, 
is widely used for business-to-business integration, data interchange, e-commerce, 
and the creation of application-specific vocabularies. It supports several standards, 
such as XML Schema [5], Document Object Model (DOM) API [6], XML Path 
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Language (XPath) [7], Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) [8], XSL 
Transformations (XSLT) [9], etc. Much work is in progress to apply XML related 
technologies and their previously existing implementations to a wide range of 
network management. The use of XML in network management presents many 
advantages, as follows [2]: 

• The XML Schema can be used to define the structure of management 
information in a rich and flexible manner.  

• Widely deployed protocols such as HTTP [10] can be used to reliably 
transfer management data. 

• The DOM APIs can be used to easily access and manipulate management 
data from applications.  

• XPath expressions can be used to efficiently address the objects within 
management data documents. 

• XSL can be used to process management data easily and generate HTML 
documents for a variety of user interface views. 

• WSDL [11] and SOAP [12] can be used to define Web Services for powerful 
high-level management operations. 

Although XML-based network management has the advantages outlined 
above, the current XML-based network management also has some problems. 
Because of the insufficient implementation experience, the general architecture of 
an XML-based network management system is not provided. Also, the 
performance issue of the XML-based network management has not been validated 
until now.  

Figure 1 illustrates four possible combinations between managers and agents 
that can be considered for XML-based integrated network management [13]. 
Figure 1 (a) shows the current, widely deployed SNMP-based network 
management framework, and Figure 1 (d) shows an XML-based management 
framework using an XML-based Management (XBM) manager and XBM agent. 
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The gateways shown in Figure 1 (b) and Figure 1 (c) translate messages and 
operations between different management schemes, XML and SNMP. Figure 1 
(d) is the most ideal framework to gain the maximum advantages of XML-based 
network management. However, most network devices currently deployed are 
basically equipped only with SNMP agents, making this architecture inappropriate 
to the current situation. Therefore, the XML/SNMP gateway is needed for the 
XBM manager to manage SNMP-enabled network devices, as well as devices 
equipped with XBM agents. Figure 1 (c) shows the most practical management 
framework using the XML/SNMP gateway, which translates and relays messages 
between an XBM manager and an SNMP agent. 

XML-based Agent
Device

SNMP Agent
Device

XML-based Agent
Device

XML-based Manager

XML/SNMP
Gateway

SNMP Manager XML-based Manager

SNMP

XML/HTTP

(a)    (b) (c) (d)

XML/HTTP

SNMP/XML
Gateway

XML/HTTP

SNMP

SNMP Agent
Device

SNMP Manager

SNMP

Web-MUI

XML/HTTP

Mgmt.
Appl.

 
Figure 1. Combinations of Manager and Agent 

1.2 Problem Statements 

 The current network management mechanism of SNMP-based network 
management reveals its weakness in management tasks to manage huge and 
complex networks. Also, XML-based network management to solve the SNMP 
problems has limitations. In this section, the SNMP problems and the problems of 
the current XML-based network management are described.  

SNMP defines management information using Structure of Management 
Information (SMI) [14, 15]. The SNMP SMI is insufficient to present 
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management information because it does not support such concepts structured 
data types, objects, methods, or relationships. Because the SNMP framework 
focuses on a simplistic management protocol and small quantities of management 
data, it has severe limitations when larger chunks of configuration data must be 
retrieved from an agent or stored in an agent. The performance of GetNext or Set 
operations with large amounts of data is quite poor [13]. Even more critical is the 
lack of a transaction model to ensure data integrity across a sequence of protocol 
operations. SNMP has a limitation of the standard API for implementing 
management applications and standard API between the manager and the DB. 
Also, SNMP does not provide standard methods for presentation of the 
management results to the user. Therefore, it is both costly and time-consuming, 
and difficult to develop SNMP managers [16]. 

Also as noted, the current XML-based network management has some 
weaknesses. The previous XML-based network management does not properly 
provide a general architecture of XML-based network management system 
(XNMS) from the aspect of manager and agent. Network bandwidth of 
transferring XML data is large because XML is text-based. The processing of 
XML is considered heavy, so it is not proved that XML is applicable to the 
embedded system. Many are curious whether the XML-based manager can 
process information delivered from multiple managed devices. The development 
experience of an XNMS is insufficient. Therefore, performance evaluation results 
are not provided and the performance of XNMS has not been validated until now. 
Integration efforts of XML-based network management with existing SNMP 
agents are the first step towards the integrated network management. The 
specification translation from SNMP SMI to XML DTD or XML Schema is 
widely in progress [16, 17]. The XML/SNMP gateway approach between an 
XML-based manager and SNMP agents is also considered to manage the legacy 
SNMP agents [18, 19, 20]. However, the architecture and implementation of the 
gateway has not been proposed and the application of the gateway to real network 
management is not provided.  
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1.3 Research Approaches 

We present the situation and problems with current network management from 
the aspect of management tasks. The solutions to existing problems offered by 
application of XML technologies to network management are also described. This 
applicability of XML related technologies to network management can solve the 
problems of existing SNMP-based NMS. 

When a complete set of management data is represented as an XML document 
without length restrictions it can be moved efficiently and handled atomically. The 
structure of management data can be expressed as XML Schemas [5]. This 
provides the ability to ensure the integrity of documents containing management 
data through the use of an XML parser that determines whether the document is 
well-formed and valid according to the XML Schema definition.  

Management information instrumentation can be viewed as a group of 
processes for XML document interpretation, creation, and modification. When it 
comes to mapping, it is possible to access the managed resource after the 
interpretation of the XML documents, the variables of managed object. For the 
update, the state of managed resource is described in managed object with the 
modifications to XML documents. There are two standard XML document 
interpretation technologies: DOM and SAX. They make it easy to write programs 
that interpret, create, and modify XML documents.  

Also, the efficient and atomic transmission of management operation can be 
performed using XML over HTTP. XML supports the delivery of an unlimited 
quantity of data without limits to document size. Network overhead is reduced by 
sending one message containing multiple sets of management information and by 
compressing the messages with an HTTP header option.  

We can perform such management operations as analyzing statistical traffic 
data and filtering important events among the notifications by manipulating the 
XML document using the standard DOM interface. It is easy to extract the 
necessary management data and analyze them. Therefore, we can analyze the 
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management information using the DOM API. Because XML data can be easily 
stored to and accessed from databases (DB) with the support of various tools, DB 
processing in network management functionality can be easily achieved.  

XML separates the contents of the document from the display. XML data 
which is validated by XML DTDs or XML Schemas is transformed to HTML or 
another XML document through XSL and XSLT. Transformed HTML makes it 
possible to provide a Web-based management user interface (Web-MUI). By using 
standard XML technologies, the XNMS can easily be developed and SNMP 
problems can be solved.  

Next, we present problems with the current XML-based network management. 
We propose the architecture of an XML-based network management system for 
IP-based networks, which is comprised with an XBM manager, an XBM agent, 
and an XML/SNMP gateway. We also explain our XML-based Network 
Management System (XNMS), which is designed to manage network devices 
using XML technologies, and methods to fully apply XML technologies to 
network management. Using performance tests, we verify the efficiency and 
scalability of XML-based network management systems. Our experience with 
developing XNMS, an XBM agent, and an XML/SNMP provides guidelines for 
developing XML-based network management systems. 

The following items list the expected findings from this thesis. 

• The problems with the current network management framework, SNMP, are 
defined and solutions to the problems are also proposed.  

• The methods to solve problems using XML technologies and applicability of 
XML technologies to the network management tasks are described.  

• To solve the problems of the current XML-based network management, the 
detailed architecture of an XML-based management system, which consists of 
an XBM manager, an XBM agent, and an XML/SNMP gateway are proposed.  

• From our experience in implementing an XML-based management system, 
guidelines for developing an XML-based management system are presented.  
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• Through performance tests and application to real network management of 
the POSTECH campus network, the efficiency and scalability of the XML-based 
network management systems are validated.  

1.4 Organization of Thesis 

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes 
XML related technologies for XML-based network management and introduces 
XML-based network management initiatives being carried out by other research 
groups [19, 21, 22, 23], standard activities [24, 25, 26] and vendors [27, 28]. In 
Chapter 3, we present problems with the current network management framework 
and propose solutions to the problems and the problem solving methodologies 
using XML technologies. In Chapter 4, we present the architecture of XNMS, an 
XBM manager, an XBM agent, and an XML/SNMP gateway, for considering 
solutions to current problems with XML-based network management. In Chapter 
5, we describe implementation details and validations of XNMS. Also, we explain 
an XML-based configuration management system in Chapter 5. The performance 
test results for efficiency and scalability are presented in Chapter 6. Finally, 
Chapter 7 summarizes our work and contributions. Possible future research 
directions for further extension of this research are also discussed.
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2. Related Work 

In this chapter, we first explain XML related technologies that are applicable 
to network management. We describe recent research on XML-based network 
management performed by various research groups. Also, we introduce several 
standard activities and industry initiatives in this area.  

2.1 XML Related Technologies 

A set of XML related technologies that can be applied to network 
management is briefly introduced for a better understanding of XML. The XML 
[4] is the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard based upon SGML. 
XML uses a text-based syntax that can be recognized by both computers and 
human beings and offers data portability and reusability across different platforms 
and devices. XML is rapidly becoming the strategic instrument for defining 
corporate data across a number of application domains. 

XML
Document

Program
Scripts

Database
Editor(file)

Input

Generate

DTD, XML Schema

DefineValidate

DOM, SAX

DumpParse

Program

Process

XSL
XSLT
XPath

Input Web
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SOAP Remote
System

Exchange

Input

WSDL

Define
Usage

 
Figure 2. XML Technology Map 
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The properties of XML markup make XML suitable for representing data, 
concepts, and contexts in an open, platform-, vendor-, and language-neutral 
manner. The technology map of XML is depicted in Figure 2. 

2.1.1 DTD and XML Schema 

XML has two fundamental approaches to define the XML document structure: 
Document Type Definition (DTD) and XML Schema [5]. DTD is used to specify 
a content model for each element. The content description is part of the element 
declaration in DTD, and specifies the order and quantity of elements that can be 
contained within the element being declared. That is, DTD is used to specify a 
property for each element in addition to the relationship between the elements. 
However, because DTD does not support a complex information model, another 
modeling mechanism, XML Schema, was proposed. XML Schema substantially 
revised and extended the capabilities found in XML DTDs. XML Schema is based 
on XML, so it can be parsed and manipulated in exactly the same manner as the 
XML documents through the standard API. XML Schema supports a variety of 
data types (44 kinds of basic types), while DTD treats all data as strings or 
enumerated strings. XML Schema also allows inheritance relationships between 
elements and supports namespace integration. 

2.1.2 XSL and XSLT 

Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) [8] is a mark-up language designed for 
illustrating the method to display XML documents on the Web. XML documents 
describe only the contents and the structure of the contents. An XSL stylesheet 
specifies the presentation of a class of XML documents by describing how an 
instance of the class is transformed into an XML document that uses a formatting 
vocabulary. That is, XSL enables XML to separate contents from presentation. 
XSL consists of two parts: a language for transforming XML documents, and an 
XML vocabulary for specifying formatting semantics. The style sheet technology 
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to transform documents is XSL Transformation (XSLT) [9], which is a subset of 
XSL technology that fully supports the transformation of an XML document from 
one format into another, such as HTML or another custom XML document type. 
The reason for publishing the XSLT specification separately from XSL is that 
XML documents can be displayed, providing an easy display format for end users 
by transforming the XML documents without formatting semantics. 

2.1.3 DOM and SAX 

The Document Object Model (DOM) [6] is a platform- and language-
independent interface that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and 
update the content, structure, and style of documents. DOM is an API for valid 
HTML and well-formed XML documents. The Simple API for XML (SAX) [29] 
is an event-driven and serial-access mechanism for accessing XML documents. 
While a DOM parser parses the XML document and creates a DOM tree, keeping 
the entire structure in memory at the same time, SAX reads the XML document in 
sequential order and generates an event for a specific element. Therefore, if the 
application calls for sequential access to XML documents, SAX can be much 
faster than other methods without requiring much system overhead. However, it 
does not provide the hierarchical information that a DOM parser provides. A SAX 
parser generates events such as the start of an element and the end of an element, 
while accessing the XML document. By capturing the event, applications can 
process operations, such as gaining the name and attribute of the element.  

2.1.4 XPath 

XPath [7] is a language used to identify particular parts of an XML document. 
XPath has a compact, non-XML syntax to be used within URIs and XML attribute 
values, and operates on the abstract, logical structure of an XML document. Each 
node in an XML document is indicated by its position, type, and content using 
XPath.  
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2.1.5 XQuery and XUpdate 

XQuery [30], a query language for XML, is designed to be broadly applicable 
to all types of XML data sources, such as structured and semi-structured 
documents, relational databases, and object repositories. XQuery uses XPath for 
path expression. Further, XQuery provides such features as filtering documents, 
joining across multiple data sources, and grouping the contents. XUpdate [31] is 
an update language, which provides open and flexible update facilities to insert, 
update, and delete data in XML documents. The XUpdate language is expressed 
as a well-formed XML document, and uses XPath for selecting elements and 
conditional processing. 

2.1.6 SOAP 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [12] is a lightweight protocol for 
exchanging information in a distributed environment. It is an XML-based protocol 
that consists of three parts: an envelope that defines a framework for describing 
the contents of a message and how to process it, a set of encoding rules for 
expressing instances of application-defined data types, and a convention for 
representing remote procedure calls and responses. SOAP defines the use of XML 
and HTTP or SMTP to access services, objects, and servers in a platform- and 
language-independent manner. 

2.1.7 WSDL 

Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [11] is an XML-based language 
used to define Web Services and describe how to access them. A WSDL document 
is a collection of one or more service definitions. The document contains a root 
XML element named definitions, which contains the service definitions. The 
definitions element can also contain an optional targetNamespace attribute, which 
specifies the URI associated with the service definitions. WSDL defines services 
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as collections of network endpoints. These endpoints are defined as ports in 
WSDL. WSDL separates the service ports and their associated messages from the 
network protocol binding. The combination of a binding and a network address 
results in a port, and a service is defined as a collection of those ports. 

2.2 Research on XML-based Network Management 

In this section, we describe related research work on XML-SNMP integration, 
XML-based management architectures, and XML-based management using Web 
Services.  

2.2.1 XML-SNMP Integration 

Specification Translation 

J.P. Martin-Flatin’s Management Information Model: J.P. Martin-Flatin 
proposed SNMP MIB to XML translation models, namely Model-level mapping 
and Metamodel-level mapping [16]. In Model-level mapping, the DTD is specific 
to a particular SNMP MIB (set of MIB variables), and the XML elements and 
attributes in the DTD have the same names as the SNMP MIB variables. In 
Metamodel-level mapping, the DTD is generic and identical for all SNMP MIBs. 

F. Strauss’s libsmi: F. Strauss introduced a library to access SMI MIB 
information, “libsmi” [18], which translates SNMP MIB to other languages, such 
as JAVA, CORBA, C, XML, and etc. This library provides tools to check, analyze, 
dump, convert, and compare MIB definitions. The conversion tool is called 
“smidump”, which converts MIB modules to XML Schema. 

Our Work on MIB to XML Translation: In our previous work on the 
XML/SNMP Gateway, we developed an SNMP MIB to XML translation 
algorithm, and implemented an SNMP MIB to XML translator using this 
algorithm [17]. To validate the algorithm, we implemented an XML-based SNMP 
MIB browser using this SNMP MIB to the XML Translator. 
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XML/SNMP Gateway 

Jens Müller’s SNMP-to-XML Gateway: Jens Müller implemented an 
SNMP/XML gateway [18] as a Java Servlet that allows fetching of such XML 
documents on the fly through HTTP. MIB portions can be addressed through 
XPath-like expressions encoded in the URLs to be retrieved. The gateway works 
as follows. When an MIB module to be dumped is passed to mibdump, an SNMP 
session is initiated, and then sequences of SNMP GetNext operations are issued to 
retrieve all objects of the MIB from the agent. Mibdump collects the retrieved 
data and the contents of these data are dumped in the form of an appropriate XML 
document with respect to the predefined XML Schema. 

Avaya Labs Research: Avaya Labs has developed an XML-based 
management interface for SNMP enabled devices [19]. The prototype consists of 
three parts: 

• A tool for automatic generation of XML Schema definition based on SNMP 
MIB definition. 

• A messaging protocol based on XML-RPC for retrieving and modifying 
MIB information in SNMP enabled devices. The messaging protocol defines the 
XML Schema for a set of query commands (GET, SET, LIST, CREATE, 
DELETE) and identifies MIB variables using XPath-based identifiers.  

• An adapter for retrieving and modifying device information in the form of 
XML data based on the information in the device's MIB. 

Our Work on XML/SNMP Gateway: In our previous work [20], we 
developed several interaction translation methods between an XML/SNMP 
gateway and an XML-based manager, based on the previously developed 
specification translation algorithm [17]. First, we developed a DOM-based 
translation method that enables the manager to directly access DOM in the 
gateway using DOM interfaces in order to exchange management information 
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with the SNMP agent. In HTTP-based translation, we extended a URI string that 
contains information on the request with XPath and XQuery. XPath and XQuery 
can be easily applied to URIs to express a location path of target objects and to 
provide a query language in the request message. This method improves 
efficiency in XML/HTTP communication, which is the most common form in the 
exchange of XML documents.  We also developed a SOAP-based translation 
method. Using SOAP, the gateway provides a flexible standard method of 
interacting with the XBM manager in a distributed environment. We have 
implemented and validated our XML/SNMP Gateway in our XNMS.  

2.2.2 Management Architectures 

WIMA: J.P. Martin-Flatin was one of the first to propose to use XML for 
integrated management in his work on Web-based integrated network 
management architecture (WIMA) [16]. WIMA showed that the push-based 
network management is more appropriate than pull-based network management. A 
WIMA-based research prototype, JAva MAnagement Platform (JAMAP), 
implemented a push-based network management using Java technology. WIMA 
provided a way to exchange management information between a manager and an 
agent through HTTP. HTTP messages are structured with a multipurpose Internet 
mail extensions (MIME) multipart. Each MIME part can be an XML document, a 
binary file, or BER-encoded SNMP data. By separating the communication and 
information models, WIMA allows management applications to transfer SNMP, 
CIM, or other management data. WIMA showed that XML is especially 
convenient for distributed and integrated management, for dealing with multiple 
information models and for supporting high-level semantics. 

XNM: We proposed XML-based network management (XNM) using 
Embedded Web Server (EWS) [32]. This architecture has two key components: 
Web-Based Management (WBM) agent and WBM manager. We extended the use 
of EWS for element management to Web-based network management architecture 
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platform by adding XML functionalities. XNM uses XML to transfer management 
information over HTTP between an agent and a manager. XNM also uses DOM to 
represent and process management data and XPath to access the specific part of 
management data. 

XNAMI: John, et al. proposed an XML-based architecture for SNMP 
management of network and application, called XNAMI [23]. This is an example 
of an XML-based management communication architecture that permits a 
manager system to extend the agent’s MIB within the SNMP framework. SNMP 
GET and SET operations on extension objects are implemented in Java. In the 
XNAMI architecture, the XNAMI manager can transfer compressed Java 
bytecode to the XNAMI agent using an SNMP SET operation in order to add 
SNMP MIB. The agent maintains an explicit runtime representation of its SNMP 
MIBs and uses XML to represent managed object internally. An XML document 
describing the MIB is transferred and retrieved by the SNMP operation. In this 
architecture, XML is used to represent the MIB definition and store it in a DOM 
tree at the agent, and to browse the MIB module at the manager. Upon receipt of 
an SNMP GET, the agent’s SNMP server executes the GET method, which is 
added by XNAMI manager. With a Java bytecode, the XNAMI manager transfers 
an XML string specifying that a new OID should be created, and an existing OID 
deleted. The XNAMI manager and agent exchange management data via SNMP, 
while the XML data is transferred via HTTP. 

2.2.3 XML-based Management using Web Services 

IRTF-NMRG Meeting on Web Services for Internet Management: The 
Network Management Research Group (NMRG) [21] of the Internet Research 
Task Force (IRTF) is a forum for researchers to discuss and develop new 
technologies for improving Internet management. Recently, NMRG investigates 
the advantages and disadvantages of using Web Services technology for Internet 
management. In the meeting on Web Services, the participants discussed Web 
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Services technologies, including SOAP [12], WSDL [11] and UDDI [33], and 
compared them with SNMP. They also dealt with security in Web Services. 
NMRG’s work in this area is in the early stage and has not produced any 
substantial results yet. 

OASIS Management Protocol: OASIS [34] is a consortium that produces 
worldwide standards for security, Web Services, XML conformance, business 
transactions, and electronic publishing, etc. The purpose of the OASIS 
Management Protocol Technical Committee [22] is to develop open industry 
standard management protocols to provide a Web-based mechanism to monitor 
and control managed elements in a distributed environment based on industry 
accepted management models, methods, and operations, including the Open 
Model Interface (OMI) [35], XML, SOAP, DMTF CIM, and DMTF CIM 
Operations. The Management Protocol Technical Committees (TCs) delivered a 
published management protocol specification on June 2003, but their work in this 
area is in the early stage. 

2.3 Standards Activities 

In this section, we present standardization effort on XML-based network 
management within the DMTF and the IETF. 

2.3.1 WBEM 

Web-based enterprise management (WBEM) [24] is an initiative of the DMTF 
and includes a set of technologies that enables the interoperable management of 
an enterprise network. WBEM defines an information model called the Common 
Information Model (CIM) [36] which is an object-oriented schema for modeling 
managed objects. These managed objects are the representations of real resources, 
and the schema provides a single data description mechanism for all types of 
resources. WBEM provides an information standard that defines how data is 
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represented, and a process standard that defines how the components interact. 
Obviously, a method for accessing CIM data is required. The DMTF defines the 
CIM to XML mapping and CIM operations over HTTP [37]. The specification of 
the CIM to XML mapping defines the XML Schema used to describe the CIM 
object in XML for encapsulation over HTTP. Both CIM classes and instances 
must be valid XML documents for this schema. The CIM operations over HTTP 
allow implementations of CIM to operate in an open, standard manner [38]. It 
describes how CIM operations are encoded in the HTTP payload using XML, and 
defines the syntax and semantics of the operation requests and their corresponding 
responses. WBEM uses XML only for object and operation encoding. WBEM is 
currently being updated to include emerging standards, such as SOAP.   

2.3.2 IETF Network Configuration Working Group 

During the 54th IETF meeting in July 2002, a BOF session concerned with 
XML configuration (XMLCONF) management was held. This BOF discussed the 
requirements for network configuration management, and how existing XML 
technologies, namely SOAP [12], WBEM [24], SyncML [39] and JUNOScript 
[27] can be used to meet those requirements. This BOF presented basic concepts 
and the requirements for XML network configuration and provides guidelines for 
the use of XML within IETF protocols.  

The Network Configuration (Netconf) Working Group (WG) [25] was formed 
in May 2003. The Netconf WG is chartered to produce a protocol suitable for 
configuration management of network devices. The Netconf WG defines the 
Netconf configuration protocol and transport mappings. The Netconf protocol 
uses XML for data encoding, and RPC for communication mechanism. The 
Netconf protocol is conceptually partitioned into four layers: ‘content’, 
‘operations’, ‘RPC’, and ‘transport’ and defines management operations and 
message formats. The Netconf protocol is considering three separate application 
protocol bindings for the transport such as Secure Shell (SSH) [40], Block 
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Extensible Exchange Protocol (BEEP) [41], and SOAP over HTTP [42]. 

2.3.3 ITU-T X.3030 - Telecommunications Markup Language 
Framework 

The ATIS Technical Subcommittee T1M1 (Internetwork Operations, 
Administration, Maintenance and Provisioning) is developing a 
Telecommunications Markup Language (tML) [26] standard which would govern 
telecommunications network management. tML is a language derived from XML 
based on plain text tags that describe the vocabulary used in the exchange of data 
between telecommunications entities. The goals of the tML framework are to 
guide the development of interoperable operations, administration, maintenance, 
and provisioning (OAM&P) of interfaces using XML for telecom domain, to 
apply to various telecommunications OAM&P functions, and to provide a 
common framework for developing network management specifications by 
different groups. This recommendation is a framework containing rules, 
guidelines, and objectives for developing telecommunications industry standard 
tML Schemas for OAM&P applications. 

2.4 Industry Initiatives 

In this section, we introduce recent industry initiatives for XML-based 
network management. 

2.4.1 Juniper Networks’ JUNOScript 

Recently, Juniper Networks introduced JUNOScript [27] for their JUNOS 
network operating system. JUNOScript, a part of their XML-based network 
management effort, uses a simple model that is designed to minimize both 
implementation costs and the impact on the managed devices. The JUNOScript 
allows client applications to access operational and configuration data using 
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XML-RPC. JUNOScript defines the DTDs for the RPC messages between client 
applications and JUNOScript servers running on the devices. Client applications 
request information by encoding the request with JUNOScript tags in the DTDs 
and sending it to the JUNOScript server. The JUNOScript server delivers the 
request to the appropriate software modules within the device, encodes the 
response with JUNOScript tags, and returns the result to the client application. 

2.4.2 Cisco’s Configuration Registrar 

The Cisco Configuration Registrar [28] is a Web-based system for 
automatically distributing configuration files to Cisco IOS network devices. The 
Configuration Registrar works in conjunction with the Cisco Networking Services 
(CNS) Configuration Agent located at each device. The Configuration Registrar 
delivers the initial configuration to Cisco devices when starting up on the network 
for the first time. The Configuration Registrar uses HTTP to communicate with 
the agent, and transfers configuration data in XML. The Configuration Agent in 
the device uses its own XML parser to interpret the configuration data received 
from the Configuration Registrar. 
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3. Methods for Solving Problems 

In this section, we describe the state of current problems in network 
management and present solutions to the problems. The management of IP 
networks relied almost exclusively on SNMP since the late 1980s. The 
requirements for the management of networks and systems have changed 
considerably since the beginning of SNMP [3]. At the present, SNMP-based 
management raises a number of problems, and XML-based management leaps 
into network and element management as an alternative to SNMP. By comparing 
SNMP-based management with XML-based management, we address the 
problems with SNMP and propose solutions to these problems. The current XML-
based network management has some weaknesses. We identify problems of the 
current XML-based network management and their solutions. 

3.1 SNMP-based vs. XML-based Network Management 

In this section, we compare the SNMP-based network management framework 
with the XML-based network management framework from the aspect of manager 
and agent. 

3.1.1 Comparison of Managers 

SNMP has many advantages to the extent of being the most popular network 
management solution in the 1990s. Interoperability is undeniably the main merit 
of SNMP, and simplicity is the second main achievement of SNMP and the main 
reason for its success. Another strength of SNMP is that it has stable information 
meta-model, the Structure of Management Information (SMI) [14, 15].  

Table 1 compares SNMP-based management with XML-based management in 
the view of the manager. The comparison features area management user interface, 
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a management protocol, a management information model, development cost, etc. 
SNMPv3 [43] agent is not widely used at present; most SNMP agent supports 
only SNMPv1 or SNMPv2. 

Features  SNMP Manager (SNMPv1/v2/v3) XBM Manager 
Mgmt. User 
Interface (MUI) Desktop-MUI or Web-MUI Web-MUI or Desktop-MUI 

Mgmt. Protocol SNMP (UDP) XML/HTTP (TCP) 
Mgmt. Information 
Model SNMP SMI XML DTD,  

XML Schema 
Development 
Cost of Mgmt. 
Functionality 

More difficult 
No standard API 
Limited support of RDBMS 

Easier 
Standard API to access XML documents 
Support of the third party RDBMS 

Security Community string(v1//v2),  
User-based & View-based (v3) HTTP authentication, HTTPS (HTTP over SSL) 

Table 1. Comparison of SNMP Manager and XBM Manager 

The Management User Interface of the SNMP manager and the XML manager 
can be the Desktop-MUI or the Web-MUI. In general, SNMP-based management 
needs huge costs and time-to-market of device- and vendor-specific management 
GUIs to all existing management platforms. If the SNMP manager selects a Web-
based Management User Interface (Web-MUI) [44], this problem disappears. 
However, the information model of SNMP-based management has no consistency 
with Web-MUI. The SNMP manager must consider Web-MUI separately from 
SNMP MIBs. However, XML-based management has advantages with Web-MUI. 
The information model of XML-based management, the XML DTD or the XML 
Schema [5], is well formed into and coupled with Web-MUI. The XML Schema 
can be automatically transferred to the HTML or other form through the 
Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) [8] and XSL Transformation (XLST) [9]. 
The Web-MUI provides the ubiquity of the management, and is gained by 
defining the XML DTD and the XML Schema. 

The SNMP manager uses SNMP over UDP, the XBM manager delivers the 
XML data through HTTP over TCP. HTTP is used as a communication protocol 
and XML is selected to represent management data inside the HTTP payload. The 
SNMP protocol uses BER [45] encoding prior to sending the management data 
over the network. The BER encoding is simple to implement but, the encoded data 
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is verbose: the amount of administrative data (identifier and length) is large 
compared to the payload. It also increases the end-host latency, because more data 
takes more time to marshall and unmarshall [16]. 

SNMPv3 supports the compression of management data by adding encryption 
envelopes to SNMP messages with an authentication [43]. However, SNMPv1 
and SNMPv2 are not allowed for the transparent compression of management 
data in transit. As mentioned earlier in this Section, SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 that 
do not support the compression of management data are widely used. However, 
the XML data through HTTP can be compressed by the option of the HTTP 
header. By compressing data, we significantly reduce network overhead while 
keeping the latency almost unchanged. 

The strength of SNMP is that it has a stable information meta-model, the 
Structure of Management Information (SMI). SMIv1 [14] is still used by MIB-II 
and most other MIBs now use SMIv2 [15]. However, these two versions are not as 
complete as the information meta-model. For completeness, a third version of 
SMI, called SMIng [46], was recently proposed, but it is still confined to the 
research community, and has not been adopted by the SNMP standard or the 
market. MIBs constitute the main element of the SNMP information model. 
However, MIBs offer only low-level APIs, often called instrumentation MIBs. 
The main weak points in SNMP are the absence of high-level MIBs, the limited 
set of SNMP protocol primitives, the data-oriented nature of the SNMP 
information model, and actions to an object programmed by side effect [16]. 
Another problem with SNMP-based management lies in the OID naming scheme. 
The OIDs that are transferred in SNMP messages is a high degree of redundancy, 
more significantly, in the case of the objects stored in a table. This increases the 
SNMP message size, and makes the network overhead. Therefore, the SNMP-
based management has problems as the management information model.  

While SNMP is simple, SNMP is not one but several, so there is confusion 
between the versioning schemes of PDUs, protocols, and management 
architectures. Also, there is no MIB-discovery protocol. It is difficult to maintain 
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the manager’s knowledge of an agent’s MIB version and synchronize it with the 
actual version of this MIB in the agent. It is difficult to develop and maintain the 
management system.  

Whereas HTML is oriented to document presentation, XML allows more 
flexibility to define data. It is a text-based syntax that is readable by both 
computer and humans and offers data portability and reusability across different 
platforms and devices. It is also flexible and extensible, allowing new tags to be 
added without breaking an existing document structure. Based on Unicode, XML 
provides global language support. The XML Schema is the information model. 
With a wide expression power of documents and data, XML has major potential to 
become the standard interface for management information.  

XML has the advantage of easy transmission using HTTP like HTML and has 
the advantage of extensiveness like SGML [47]. At the same time, it can easily 
transfer structured documents over the Internet. XML promises to simplify and 
lower the cost of data exchange and publishing in a Web environment. XML is 
rapidly becoming a strategic instrument for defining corporate data across a 
number of application domains. The properties of XML markup make it suitable 
for representing data, concepts, and contexts in an open, platform-, vendor-, and 
language-neutral manner. XML separates the information model and the 
presentation model. XML Schema can be used in the schema of a database using 
the automated tools of XML Schema to DB. This improves maintainability and 
flexibility. If the architecture of the XBM manager is modulated as the functional 
component, we can define a new XML Schema definition in a new network 
device and add a new module in the functional component by defining an XML 
Schema and automating the conversion of the XML schema to DB, as well as the 
XML Schema to HTML or other forms through the XSL and the XSLT. This 
increases the flexibility and maintainability of the XBM manager. Also, XML is 
convenient for supporting high-level semantics to define the management 
information  

The SNMP expertise is domain specific, hence is rare and expensive. In 
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addition, there is no specific API interacting with the SNMP agent. In SNMP-
based management, there are limited supports for third party Relational DataBase 
Management System (RDBMS). The developers of the SNMP manager use a 
specific RDBMS and the proprietary APIs offered by RDBMS for the best 
performance. The operation such as insertion, deletion, or searching on a RDBMS 
is basic work in management systems. Therefore, standard mechanism (APIs) 
between the SNMP manager and SNMP agent, and the manager and RDBMS is 
necessary for saving development cost and flexible data repository. 

The XBM manager polls and processes the data by using standard APIs for 
XML handling. XML supports standard API such as Document Object Model 
(DOM) [6] and XML Path Language (XPath) [7] for accessing document. 
Moreover, there is much freely available software of the XML, such as XML 
parser, DOM, XPath, Simple API for XML (SAX) [29], etc. And XML also has 
the support of third party databases. This method reduces development cost and 
time of XML-based management system compared to the prior method.  

SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 support a simple security mechanism of identification 
based on a community string, which is too simple to be regarded as a security 
scheme. SNMPv3 [43] adds security to the previous versions. The SNMPv3 
architecture introduces the User-based Security Model (USM) for message 
security and the View-based Access Control Model (VACM) for access control. 
The architecture supports the concurrent use of different security, access control, 
and message processing models. In XML-based management, we use the security 
schemes offered by HTTP: HTTP authentication, SSL [48], etc. In a management 
system, it is sufficient to guarantee the security with transparent identification and 
authentication [16]. 

Important requirements of network management system (NMS) are scalability 
and efficiency. But the SNMP manager has problems in scalability and resource 
efficiency. The total amount of management data that must be transferred over the 
network and processed by manager is expected to continue to increase in the 
future. Therefore, scalability has become a serious issue. Moreover, the manager 
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must have the ability to gather the management information from the entire 
managed agents and the processing capability of the managing agents. 
Additionally, monitoring for regular and fault management is almost based on 
polling instead of notification. The monitoring and data collection are based on 
polling in the SNMP management architecture. This scheme is inefficient with 
respect to network overhead, end-host latency at the manager and the agent, and 
network latency.  

Agents are supposedly simple, dumb and short of resources, the footprint of 
SNMP on agent is very small, so the most management processing is assigned to 
the manager. That is, because the SNMP agent is simple and dumb, the role of the 
manager is heavy and complex. Therefore, the SNMP manager needs a large 
manager’s processing capacity and resources, and is not scalable or efficient. The 
method of reducing the manager’s resources is the programmer’s optimization 
with full knowledge of SNMP and program techniques.  

On the other hand, the XML manager can reduce network overhead using 
XML/HTTP. The XBM manager is optimized in the management code size using 
the standard API, though the basic code and memory size for supporting the 
standard library of processing XML documents are heavy. 

 As a result, we can gain scalability and efficiency in the management system 
applying the XML to the management framework instead of the SNMP. And we 
can easily implement management functionalities using the standard API of DOM 
and XPath providing filtering, scoping, and so on. 

3.1.2 Comparison of Agents 

We must also consider agents when developing management systems. As the 
manager is SNMP-based or XML-based, so the agent is an SNMP agent or an 
XML-Based Management (XBM) agent. Another possible agent is an Embedded 
Web Server (EWS) [44]. Table 2 summarizes a comparison of three agents: the 
SNMP agent, the EWS, and the XBM agent. In general, the existing SNMP agents 
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in the network devices support only SNMPv1 and SNMPv2 protocol. So, we 
restrict SNMP agents to SNMPv1/v2 agents.  

Features  SNMPv1/v2 Agent Embedded Web Server XBM Agent 

Protocol SNMP (UDP) HTML/HTTP (TCP) XML/HTTP (TCP) 
Mgmt. Info.  
Model 

SNMP SMI 
(MIBII + Private MIB) No specific model XML DTD,  

XML Schema 
Mgmt. 
Domain Element, Network mgmt. System (Element) mgmt. Element, Network mgmt. 

Operation SNMP Get, Set, Trap HTTP operation (Get, Post) HTTP operation (Get, Post) 

Security Community string HTTP authentication, HTTPS HTTP authentication, HTTPS 

Development 
Expertise Yes Yes Yes 

Resource Small Small Medium 

Table 2. Comparison of SNMP Agent, EWS and XBM Agent 

The management protocol and the management information model of the 
SNMP agent and the XBM agent are same as explained in Table 1. The EWS uses 
HTTP over the TCP protocol, but data is transferred as the HTML document. The 
EWS does not have a management specific information model, and HTML is not 
a management information model, but a presentation-oriented document. SNMP 
agents and XBM agents support the management domain of network management 
as well as element management. However, the EWS only supports system 
management, namely, element management. The operation and the security 
mechanism of the EWS and the XBM agent are the same. The development 
experiences of the SNMP agent and the EWS are common. According to the 
development expertise, the SNMP agent and the EWS are simple and require few 
resources [44]. The XBM agent requires more resources that the SNMP agent for 
supporting XML processing. We will explain our development experience and 
resource utility by the performance tests in Chapter 6.3. The XBM Agent is 
smarter than the SNMP agent with XML processing. Whatever the management 
systems, the management systems must cover the SNMP agent. Since most 
devices are basically managed by the SNMP agent, the management systems must 
also support existing SNMP agents. 
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3.2 Problems of SNMP and XML-based NM 

In this section, we present the SNMP problems from the aspect of 
management tasks: information modeling, instrumentation, management protocol, 
analysis and presentation. Also, the problems of previous XML-based NM are 
described because of insufficient implementation experience of XNMS. 

Network management systems consist of manager and agent systems. They 
perform various management tasks to process management information. Agent’s 
tasks involve accessing attributes of managed objects, event reporting, and 
processing the management requests. Under normal conditions, the agent’s tasks 
are so simple that the management overhead of the agent can be negligible. On the 
other hand, manager systems perform complex management tasks to satisfy 
management objectives while they depend on management applications. The basic 
management tasks in a management system are depicted in Figure 3. 

Modeling

Instrumentation

Communication
& Operation

Analysis
Presentation

Agent

Manager

Managed
Resource

Management
Application

 

Figure 3. Basic Management Tasks in a Management System 

3.2.1 SNMP Problems 

Data networks have grown significantly over the past decade. Current IP 
networks are growing in complexity and the number of network elements and the 
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network elements themselves are increasing, which is placing more demand on 
the systems required to manage them. There are also many more interrelationships 
within and between devices and device functions. Network devices are 
performing an increasing number of functions as well. More protocols and 
network layers are required for the successful deployment of network services 
which depend on them.  

Network management involves the following essential tasks: modeling 
management information, instrumenting management information from managed 
resource, communicating with manager and agent, analyzing the data, and 
presenting the analysis result to users. The following items are problems of SNMP 
in each network management task. 

Information Modeling: A merit of SNMP is that it has a stable information 
meta-model, called an SNMP SMI. However, The SNMP SMI is insufficient to 
present management information because of its limited data type. SMIv1 [14] is 
still used by MIB-II, and most other MIBs now use SMIv2 [15]. However, these 
two versions are not as complete as the information meta-model. For 
completeness, a third version of SMI, called SMIng [46], was proposed in 1999. 
At this stage, it is still confined to the research community and has not been 
adopted by the SNMP market. MIBs constitute the main element of the SNMP 
information model. However, MIBs offer only low-level APIs, which are often 
called instrumentation MIBs. The main weak points in SNMP are the absence of 
high-level MIBs, the data-oriented nature of the SNMP information model, and 
actions to an object programmed by side effect [13]. Another problem with 
SNMP-based management lies in the OID naming scheme. OIDs that are 
transferred in SNMP messages have a high degree of redundancy, especially in the 
case of objects stored in a table. This increases the SNMP message size, and 
creates network overhead. Therefore, the management information model of 
SNMP does not sufficiently present the management information and does not act 
efficiently. That is, SNMP is inadequate for defining complex and interrelated 
configuration management information.  
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Instrumentation: Tasks of management information instrumentation include 
all operations to guarantee consistency between managed objects and managed 
resources in an agent system. The update operation from the state of managed 
resources to the variable of managed objects should be executed if the state of 
managed resources is changed. The mapping operation from the value of managed 
objects to the state of managed resource should be performed if a manager system 
modifies the variable of managed objects by management operations. The 
managed resources might be a hardware which has control or state register as 
interface mechanism, or execution program which has program interface as an 
interface mechanism.  

Most network devices provide multiple management interface mechanisms, 
CLI, SNMP, Web, and etc. The management interfaces have been implemented 
separately, resulting in no common interface or data format between managed 
objects and managed resources. XML can be used as middleware between 
managed objects and managed resources. By introducing a common interface and 
data format, the development cost can be reduced, and the consistency issue from 
multiple accesses to a single managed resource can be resolved. 

Management Protocol: Management data increases because the entire 
managed system increases along with the growth of the Internet and the quantity 
of management data required for each agent. As the MIB that the agent supports 
increases, along with the scale of the network, the size of the MIB table (IP 
routing table, TCP connection table, accounting table etc.) increases.  

The transport underneath the SNMP protocol is UDP. By using an unreliable 
transport protocol, we have the risk losing important notifications for reasons such 
as buffer overflows in IP routers, or network congestion. Also, we have a 
processing and a network overhead to retransmit important data at the application 
level. In SNMP, the retrieval of several MIB variables at a time such as table 
retrieval requires the exchange of many request-response PDUs. Moreover, 
maximum message size is limited from 484 bytes to 1472 bytes because one PDU 
per SNMP message is exactly assigned over UDP. In the case of table retrieval in 
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SNMP-based management, there is no mechanism for filtering and conditioning 
for a specific data in the table. A more serious problem in table retrieval is that the 
manager cannot retrieve an entire table in a consistent state. Retrieving an entire 
table in an atomic operation is a very reasonable expectation from administrators. 

SNMP supports three simple management operations such as Get, Set, and 
Trap. Because of the limited set of SNMP protocol primitives and the data-
oriented nature of the SNMP information model, actions to an object are 
programmed by side effect [16]. 

Analysis: From the viewpoint of developing management functionalities, 
SNMP is simple. Yet SNMP is not one but several, and there is confusion between 
the versioning schemes of PDUs, protocols, and management architectures. The 
tools available for developing network management systems are limited and 
expensive. The development process of management applications is typically slow 
and expensive, since the abstraction layer of MIB definitions and the SNMP 
protocol are at a lower level than the typical tasks that have to be fulfilled.  

There is no specific API for implementing management functionalities. 
Operations such as insertion, deletion, and searching on a database are basic work 
in management systems. In SNMP-based management, there are limited supports 
for third-party DB. The developers of the SNMP manager use a specific DB and 
the proprietary APIs offered by the DB for best performance. Therefore, the 
standard API for implementing management functionalities and standard API 
between the manager and the DB is necessary for saving development cost and a 
flexible data repository. Therefore, it is both costly and time-consuming, and 
difficult to develop the SNMP manager. 

Presentation: In general, as SNMP-based management provides device- and 
vendor-specific management GUIs to all existing management platforms, it needs 
to separately develop client programs according to the platform. SNMP expertise 
is domain specific, hence is rare and expensive. Therefore, experienced staff is 
essential for development. 
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3.2.2 Problems of the Current XML-based NM 

Also, current progress in XML-based NM development has some weaknesses 
because of the insufficient implementation experience. The current XML-based 
network management provides a partial architecture of XNMS but does not 
properly provide a general architecture of XML-based network management 
system (XNMS) from the aspect of manager and agent. 

Also, because of the absence of implementation results, the efficiency and 
scalability of XNMS has not been validated until recently. Network bandwidth of 
transferring XML data is large because XML is text-based. The processing of 
XML is considered heavy, so it is not proved that XML is applicable to the 
embedded system. Many researchers are concerned about the scalability that the 
XML-based manager can process information delivered from multiple managed 
devices. The development experience of an XNMS is insufficient. Therefore, any 
performance evaluation results are not provided and the performance of XNMS is 
not yet proven. 

Integration efforts of XML-based network management with existing SNMP 
agents are early steps with the integration XML-based network management. The 
specification translation from SNMP SMI to XML DTD or XML Schema is 
widely in progress. The XML/SNMP gateway approach between an XML-based 
manager and SNMP agents is also considered to manage the legacy SNMP agents. 
However, the architecture and implementation of the gateway is not properly 
proposed and the application of the gateway to real network management is not 
provided. 

3.3 Solutions to the Problems 

In this section, the solutions to the problems mentioned in Chapter 3.2 and the 
research methodologies that support the solutions are explained. In an attempt to 
solve the SNMP problems, applicability of XML technologies to each network 
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management task is studied. Also, approaches to solve the previous XNM are 
provided.  

3.3.1 Solutions to the SNMP Problems 

In this section, to solve the SNMP problems, we examine how XML 
technologies can be applied to network management.  

Information Modeling: XML is a meta-language, a language to describe 
other languages, that enables applications such as network and system 
management to define its own tags. XML allows the user to define a customized 
markup language specific to an application. The expressive power of XML makes 
it possible to represent a wide range of information models presented in existing 
management standards and deployed solutions. The XML DTDs and Schemas 
define the data structure of XML documents. The XML Schemas is devised to 
overcome the limits of DTDs that cannot define a new data type. It is also flexible 
and extensible, allowing new tags to be added without changing the existing 
document structure. The XML Schema supports the presentation of management 
information by adding new data types to a variety of data types (44 kinds of basic 
types), and defining the document structure of management information. 
Therefore, the use of XML Schemas maximizes XML’s key advantages in the 
management information model over other alternatives.  

Compared with SNMP SMI and WBEM CIM, the XML Schema has many 
advantages in management information modeling. The XML Schema is easy to 
learn. Various powerful and convenient XML editor tools are available for 
developers. Another major advantage is that XML can be utilized for various 
purposes, including validation. By use of XML authoring tools, a developer can 
generate sample XML data, a database schema and other forms of data structure 
based on the XML Schema. The disadvantage of XML Schema for management 
information modeling is that there is no single widely adopted standard model. 
However, it is convenient to translate from the existing management information 
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models such as SNMP, CIM, and GDMO to the XML Schemas. Research in this 
area is extensive [16, 17, 18]. 

Instrumentation: Management information instrumentation can be viewed 
as a group of processes for XML document interpretation, creation, and 
modification. When it comes to mapping, it is possible to access the managed 
resource after the interpretation of the XML documents, the variables of the 
managed object. Also, for the update, the state of managed resource is described 
in the managed object with the modifications to XML documents. There are two 
standard XML document interpretation technologies: DOM and SAX. They make 
it easy to write programs that interpret, create, and modify XML documents. Also, 
XML can be used as middleware between managed objects and managed 
resources. By introducing a common interface and data format, the development 
cost can be reduced, and the consistency issue from multiple accesses to a single 
managed resource can be resolved. 

A DOM tree is a virtual repository of management data and provides a 
manipulation point to managed objects. A DOM parser provides a random access 
using an element name or an XPath expression and various manipulations of an 
XML document. The attributes of the DOM interface, such as Node and Text, are 
mapped to managed objects. When the XBM agent receives a request message, 
the SOAP operation module selects specified nodes in the DOM tree using the 
XPath Handler. For the selected nodes, the agent retrieves management data from 
the DOM tree through the DOM interface, and sends the data to the XBM 
Manager. In order to send up-to-date information, the DOM tree updates the node 
value for the selected node through the Management Backend Interface before 
replying to the XBM Agent. This type of update of the DOM node value from real 
resources is called a pull-based update. The DOM tree requests a value to the 
embedded system application through the Management Backend Interface and 
receives a response.  

For certain nodes, it is not necessary to update the DOM node value before 
replying because this value is up-to-date. In this case, the Management Backend 
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Interface module is responsible for the update. Periodically, or when events occur, 
the Management Backend Interface updates the DOM tree node value. This type 
of update is called a push-based update. For frequently changing data, such as 
traffic measurement data, the pull-based update is more appropriate than the push-
based update, and static or semi-dynamic information can benefit from using a 
push-based update rather than a pull-based one. In case of pull-based update, the 
DOM node is updated by replacing the text of the node value with the Processing 
Instruction (PI) node - a standard node type of DOM. 

Management Protocol: A management protocol must deal with the 
specifications of management operations and transport protocol for the exchange 
of management information. It should also define the syntax and semantics for the 
protocol data unit. With respect to management protocols, XML-based network 
management follows the model of transferring data over HTTP. Further, it uses 
XML as management information encoding syntax. This means management data 
is transferred over the HTTP payload in the form of an XML document. The 
management information in XML document format is distributed through HTTP 
over TCP. In contrast to UDP, TCP makes it possible to transmit reliable 
management data and large application-messages without limits to message size. 
A large amount of management data can be transferred between the manager and 
the agent such as an entire table. The XML data through HTTP can be compressed 
by setting some options in the HTTP header. By compressing data, we can reduce 
a significant amount of network overhead while keeping almost the same latency 
at the end-host for both compressed and decompressed data. The network 
overhead can also be minimized by sending a single message containing multiple 
sets of management information and by compressing messages with the HTTP 
header option. The drawback in using this method is the increase in latency from 
having to establish a TCP connection and perform compression and 
decompression. 

Another important issue regarding the management protocol is in addressing 
managed objects. When a manager requests management information, it must 
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specify a unique name of the managed object to be retrieved. XML-based network 
management uses the XPath standard for addressing managed objects. This 
solution offers the following advantages. First, XPath is a standard Web 
technology for addressing parts of an XML document. It is already used in 
conjunction with the eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) to 
identify pieces of an XML document targeted for transformations. XPath is also 
widely supported. Second, the manager can effectively send a query to the 
managed objects of the agent. XPath expressions are composed of element names, 
attributes, and built-in functions. Given the hierarchical nature of XML, one of the 
simplest expressions is to follow the tree structure to point at a particular element. 

A management protocol defines the management operations. Management 
operations consist of creation, deletion, retrieval, modification, filtering, scoping, 
notification, and etc. These high-level management operations can be defined 
through WSDL and called via SOAP. For example, row creation and deletion in 
SNMP through Row Status objects can be considerately complicated. However, 
these tasks can be achieved by convenient higher-level operations in XML-based 
network management. 

Analysis: The DOM and SAX APIs can be used to access management data 
for applications. Most XML parsers implement these standard APIs to access the 
contents of XML documents. With assist from DOM, we can access any element 
of the XML document, and modify its content and structure from XML input 
parameters. We can perform such management operations as analyzing statistical 
traffic data and filtering important events among the notifications by manipulating 
the XML document using the standard DOM interface. It is easy to extract the 
necessary management data and analyze them. Therefore, we can analyze the 
management information using the DOM API. Items within management data 
documents can be addressed via XPath expressions.  

Because XML data can be easily stored to and accessed from databases (DB) 
with the support of various tools, DB processing in network management 
functionality can be easily achieved. Data presented in the DOM tree can be 
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stored to DB and simply transferred to applications. This method reduces the 
development cost and time, as well as the program overhead.  Moreover, there 
are plenty of tools available for XML, such as XML parser, DOM, XPath, SAX, 
etc. 

 Presentation: After analyzing XML data, the next step is to present the 
analysis results to user. XML, unlike HTML, separates the contents of the 
document from the display. XML data which is validated by XML DTDs or XML 
Schemas is transformed to HTML or another XML document through XSL and 
XSLT. Using the software supporting the transformation from XML to HTML or 
other display format makes it possible to provide a Web-based management user 
interface (Web-MUI). Therefore, if management information is expressed in XML 
format, Web-MUI is easily generated from the XML document. 

3.3.2 Solutions to the Problems of Current XML-based NM 

We propose an architecture of the XML-based network management system 
for IP-based networks, which is composed of an XBM manager, an XBM agent, 
and an XML/SNMP gateway. We also explain our XNMS, which is designed to 
manage network devices using XML technologies, and methods for fully applying 
XML technologies to network management. We implement the XNMS and apply 
our XNMS to the management of our POSTECH campus through the gateway. 
Also, we evaluate the performance of our XNMS. Using performance evaluation 
tests, we verify the efficiency and scalability of XML-based network management 
systems. Our experience with developing XNMS, an XBM agent, and an 
XML/SNMP provides guidelines in developing XML-based network management 
systems. 
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4. Architecture of XML-based Network Management 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, XML-based network management solves the 
problems of SNMP-based network management. For validating our assertion, the 
following sub-sections present detailed architectures of the XML-based network 
management system consisting of an XBM manager, an XBM agent, and an 
XML/SNMP gateway. The XML/SNMP gateway is also necessary to manage 
existing legacy SNMP agents for XML-based integrated network management.  

4.1 XBM Manager 

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of an XBM manager. A Web Server is used 
to provide administrators with a Web-MUI and for receiving requests from the 
Management Application and passing them to the management components 
through the Management Script. Also, the Web Server is used to receive 
asynchronous messages for notifications from the devices via HTTP. The HTTP 
Client plays a role in the interface module of the device and exchanges 
synchronous management information with the agent. The DB is used to store 
management information for long-term analysis. The XSL Template Repository 
stores XSL files for generating HTML documents from XML documents. The 
management components such as the Device Configuration Manager, Analyzer, 
etc., use the DOM Interface to implement the management application functions 
since management information is represented in XML data. These functions 
include filtering, logging, and collecting data from multiple agents.  

The basic components processing management functionalities are 
Management Server Manager, Monitoring Manager, Device Configuration 
Manager, Analyzer, Notification Handler, Logging Manager, Presenter and Event 
Reporter. The Management Server Manager manages the configuration 
parameters for management processing environment, and handles the topologies 
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of a multi-level device/device group tree architecture. Also, this component 
manages an administrator account list. The Device Configuration Manager is a 
module to get and set the configuration of a managed device, the Monitoring 
Manager is a module to obtain device monitoring information, such as device 
status and in/out traffic, and the Logging Manager logs the necessary data and 
analyzes the log data stored in DB per the administrator’s request. 
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Figure 4. Architecture of XBM manager 

The Notification Handler receives notifications from the managed devices and 
stores the notifications to the DB tables and sends a meaningful notification to the 
Event Reporter. The Event Reporter generates appropriate events and sends them 
to administrators via an email or a pager, etc. The Analyzer is the module that 
analyzes the collected management information. The Presenter processes the 
XML document with XSLT and generates an HTML document for Web-MUI. 

In Figure 4, there are three typical information flows within the XBM manager. 
The first data flow is the management request from the Management Application 
to the Web Server, and the Web Server calls the Management Script and selects the 
proper management module. If the management function is to monitor a device, 
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the procedure is as follows. The Management Script calls the Monitoring 
Manager, which sends the request to an agent through the HTTP Client, after 
which the result returns to the Management Application in reverse order. If the 
result needs to be stored for later analysis, the Monitoring Manager stores them in 
the DB. This flow is the same as the traditional SNMP Get operation. The flow of 
a Set method is the same as the SNMP Get method. The agent can be an XBM 
agent or an SNMP agent. 

Secondly, when the agent sends a notification to the administrator, the 
information travels in the following order. The agent sends an alert message to the 
Web Server of an XBM manager through HTTP. Then, the Web Server receives 
the notification, and calls the Notification Handler through the Management 
Script. The Notification Handler sends the specific event to the Event Reporter to 
generate the appropriate event and stores the notification for later analysis to the 
DB. This flow is the same as the SNMP Trap operation. 

The last data flow from the Management Application, through the Web Server, 
the Management Script, and the DOM Interface, to the DB is used to generate a 
long-term analysis report. For example, the Web Server first calls the Analyzer 
through the Management Script, then the Analyzer searches for data from the DB 
using the DOM Interface. After processing the data by filtering, sorting, and 
correlating, it finally deduces the result. The analysis result is then sent to the 
Management Application. 

4.2 XML/SNMP Gateway 

Figure 5 illustrates the architecture of an XML/SNMP gateway, and the HTTP 
request translation into SNMP requests on the basis of the XPath/XUpdate 
expression in the request message. The Request Handler in the gateway receives 
and parses the XPath/XUpdate expression, and delivers the request to the gateway 
application. XPath/XUpdate Handler in the gateway application analyzes the 
expression, and transfers a list of target nodes addressed by the XPath expression, 
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or the result for the XUpdate request.  
Whenever the Trap Receiver receives a notification message from the SNMP 

Agent, it invokes the DOM event for the Trap nodes in the DOM tree. For 
notification delivery, the HTTP Client in the gateway sends an asynchronous Post 
message defined in the XML Trap Schema to the XBM manager. The XBM 
manager interacts with the gateway through the XML message over HTTP. The 
interaction translation and the architecture of an SNMP/XML gateway are almost 
the same as the reverse of those of the XML/SNMP gateway. 
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Figure 5. Architecture of XML/SNMP Gateway 

4.2.1 Specification Translation 

In this section, we describe an SNMP MIB to XML Schema translation 
algorithm [17] for specification translation of the gateway. This algorithm is the 
basis of an interaction translation in our work. 

In the XML/SNMP Gateway, the translator converts each node of SNMP MIB 
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into an element of the XML Schema, and the name of the MIB node into the name 
of the element. Interior clauses of the MIB node such as “access”, “status”, etc. 
are translated into the attributes of the XML element. Table 3 shows the 
conversion of document structure between SNMP SMI and XML Schema. The 
example of a specification translation result in Table 4 shows how a MIB 
definition is translated into XML Schema. The <syntax> clause of each node is 
applied to the data type definition of the element in the XML Schema. We define 
an additional attribute of type “ID”, which has an “oid” value of a node. An “oid” 
attribute of type “ID” enables a random access to a particular node by its “oid” 
value in the DOM tree. 

Table 3. Document Structure Conversion 

Table 4. Example of Specification Translation 

SNMP SMI XML Schema DOM Interface 

MIB Module XML document  Document 

MIB Module name Root Element name  Element::tagName 

Leaf Node (macro definition) element with child text node(s) Element 

Node name element name Element::tagName 

Clauses of MIB node Attributes of an element Attr 

Object Identifier (OID) Attribute of type “ID” Attr 

MIB II Translation Result 

sysUpTime 
  OBJECT-TYPE 
    SYNTAX  TimeTicks 
    ACCESS  read-only 
    STATUS  mandatory 
    DESCRIPTION 
          "The time..." 
    ::= { system 3 } 

<xsd:element name="sysUpTime"> 
 <xsd:complexType> 
  <xsd:simpleContent> 
   <xsd:restriction base="TimeTicks"> 
    <xsd:attribute name="oid" type="xsd:string" use="fixed" 
         value="1.3.6.1.2.1.1.3"/> 
    <xsd:attribute name="access" type="xsd:string" use="fixed"  
         value="read-only"/> 
    <xsd:attribute name="status" type="xsd:string" use="fixed"  
         value="mandatory"/> 
    <xsd:attribute name="description" type="xsd:string"  
         use="fixed" value= "The time....."/> 
   </xsd:restriction> 
  </xsd:simpleContent> 
 </xsd:complexType> 
</xsd:element> 
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4.2.2 Interaction Translation 

In this section, we describe the details of the three methods proposed for 
interaction translation in the XML/SNMP gateway. 

XML Parser-based Translation 

The XML/SNMP gateway transfers management information to the XBM 
manager, converting SNMP MIB from the SNMP agent into an XML document. 
Basically, the gateway manipulates the XML structure for information translation 
and intermediate storage for management data using an XML parser. 

As explained in Chapter 2.1, there are currently two popular paradigms for 
processing XML, which are DOM and SAX. DOM builds a complete object 
representation of the XML document in memory. This can be memory-intensive 
for large documents. Only after the document is completely parsed can the 
application manipulate the data. SAX operates at one level lower. Rather than 
actually constructing a model in memory, it informs the application of the start 
and end of elements through events. 

In our approach [20] to XML parser-based translation, we first consider the 
DOM-based translation because a DOM parser provides a random access using an 
element name or an XPath expression and various manipulations of an XML 
document, whereas SAX does not support any modification of the XML 
document data. In this method, the standard DOM interface is translated into an 
SNMP operation. This method is very useful in the case of an internal gateway, 
which is integrated within a manager system, and can be the basis for HTTP- and 
SOAP-based translation methods. The manager can directly access management 
data in the DOM using the DOM API provided by the gateway. Below, we 
describe the behavior and the additional meaning of the DOM interfaces in the 
gateway, and show the translation between DOM interfaces to SNMP operations. 

Table 5 shows the mapping of DOM interfaces to SNMP operations. It 
includes fundamental interfaces described in the DOM Level 2 core specification 
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[6]. The attributes of the DOM interfaces, such as Node and Text, are mapped to 
the MIB nodes as the result of a specification translation, and methods are 
translated into operations, involving SNMP operations. Interfaces excluded in this 
mapping have no special meaning in this translation method. First, a request for 
the NodeValue, which is an attribute of the Node interface, is translated into an 
SNMP GET request, and then the current NodeValue is updated with a new value 
through the SNMP GET. In the case of a modification of the NodeValue from the 
manager, this is translated into an SNMP SET request after comparing the new 
value with the current value. Further, modification of the NodeValue of the trap 
nodes caused by an SNMP Trap is translated into a notification message to the 
manager through the pre-defined DOM event handler. 
Interfaces Methods 

/Attributes Translation Results 

NodeValue 

Retrieval from the manager: translated into an SNMP GET request 
Modification from the manager: translated into an SNMP SET request 
Modification on trap nodes: translated into a notification message through 
DOM event handler Node 

ChildNodes / 
NextSibling 

Request for ChildNodes or NextSibling: translated into the SNMP 
GETNEXT request, and returns its newly updated value(s) 

Text AppendData() 
InsertData() 

First, retrieves the current value through the SNMP GET request 
Next, it inserts or appends a specified value to the current value 
Finally, translated into the SNMP SET request with the modified value 

Table 5. Mapping of the DOM Interfaces to SNMP Operations 

As a result of specification translation, a DOM tree in the gateway consists of 
elements mapped to MIB nodes. The value of a leaf node in the MIB is stored in 
the text node of an element in the DOM. The value of the text node is initialized 
with a null value. Next, the manager accesses the text node: that is, the manager 
requests the value of Element::firstChild or Element::nextSibling. Afterwards, the 
gateway sends an SNMP GET request and updates a node value with the returned 
data. In the case of a table object, which has variable numbers of instances, an 
element for the table object in the DOM consists of a list of child elements with 
the same number of the instances. These children are created and deleted 
dynamically as the instances of the table object are changed. Using the SNMP 
GetBulk operation, we can also improve the consistency of MIB table data and 
reduce the number of SNMP requests resulting in the efficiency improvement of 
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the gateway. 
Figure 6 illustrates how the manager retrieves a MIB value using DOM API, 

which involves an SNMP operation. A DOM interface call from the XBM 
manager is translated into an SNMP GET or SET request and returns a node value 
from the SNMP response to the manager after filling out the DOM content. In the 
case of notification from the agent, the Trap Handler receives an SNMP Trap and 
updates trap nodes in the DOM. This modification causes the invocation of a pre-
defined event handler. This event mechanism is provided by standard DOM event 
interfaces. 
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Figure 6. Interaction between XBM manager and Gateway using DOM 

Using the additional DOM interfaces, such as the Traversal and Range 
Interfaces, the manager and the gateway can also easily implement various and 
sophisticated functions. The DOM Traversal Interface provides different logical 
views using a filtering interface, and the DOM Range Interface provides methods 
to access and manipulate the document tree within a specified range. The DOM-
based translation method can extend its functionality through these additional 
features of DOM interfaces, and the XML/SNMP gateway can easily integrate 
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legacy SNMP agents into XML-based management through the translation 
between DOM interface-based requests to SNMP requests and vice versa. 

 
HTTP-based Translation 

We describe the HTTP-based translation method in this section. The HTTP 
[10] is a generic stateless protocol that can be used for many applications in a 
standardized manner through extension of its request methods, error codes, and 
headers. In this method, the XML/SNMP gateway translates an HTTP request 
from the XBM manager to an appropriate SNMP request according to the 
parameter of an HTTP request message. An HTTP GET request is used for 
retrieving management data and POST is for updating the data. We extend an 
HTTP message with XPath [7], XQuery [30] and XUpdate [31]. This method 
provides efficient ways to retrieve MIB objects in XML/HTTP communication. 
XPath, XQuery and XUpdate expressions are delivered as a parameter in URI of 
HTTP GET and message content of HTTP POST. 

Figure 7 illustrates the translation of HTTP requests into SNMP requests using 
XPath, XQuery and XUpdate. In Figure 7, the DOM parser is used for processing 
an XML document. The SAX parser can also be applied here instead of the DOM 
parser. The Request Handler receives and parses an input argument in the HTTP 
request, and delivers the XPath/XUpdate expression to the XPath/XUpdate 
Handler. This handler analyzes the expression and retrieves a list of target nodes, 
specified by the expression, using the DOM interface. The interface call is 
translated into the SNMP request in the same manner as the XML parser-based 
translation method. For notification delivery, the HTTP Client in the gateway 
sends an asynchronous event message to the HTTP Server in the manager. This 
event message is generated by the DOM event handler, as mentioned in XML 
parser-based Translation. 
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Figure 7. Interaction Translation of HTTP Request to SNMP Request 

When a manager requests specific management information, an expression for 
addressing the managed objects is essential in the request message. We use XPath 
and XQuery to indicate a target object. XPath is a standard for addressing parts of 
an XML document and provides a rich addressing mechanism for an efficient and 
effective query on management information.  

We first define an XML Schema for a GET/POST message in HTTP 
communication between the manager and the gateway. The manager retrieves 
management information using an HTTP GET request with a parameter named 
XQuery, which describes the detailed request. Figure 8 shows the XML Schema 
diagrams for XQuery and XUpdate using an XML editor, XML Spy [49]. The 
XML Schema for XQuery includes definitions of elements, which are DeviceIP 
for device identification, XPath for addressing portions of management 
information, and several elements for SNMP communications. These XML 
Schemas are also applied to the parameter format of the SOAP operation, such as 
get and set. The manager sends HTTP POST requests to insert, delete, and update 
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management information. An HTTP POST message contains request details in its 
message body. In HTTP POST message, we define a parameter named XUpdate 
using the XUpdate [31] extension. XPath expressions are used in XUpdate 
parameter as an attribute of Update element for selecting the nodes for each 
update. A Modifications element has one or more Update elements, and thus 
multiple modifications can be processed in one HTTP request from the manager. 
An asynchronous trap message from an SNMP agent is sent through the HTTP 
POST message via the XML/SNMP gateway. The gateway generates an XML 
document, which contains the trap message, and delivers it to the manager using 
the HTTP POST message. 

 
(a) XQuery parameter format 

 
(b) XUpdate parameter format 

Figure 8. XML Schema for XQuery and XUpdate Format in HTTP Request Parameter 

Table 6 shows examples of using XPath, XQuery and XUpdate in HTTP 
requests. XQuery provides a powerful and structured facility. XQuery uses XPath 
as a subset and can easily express a complicated query. For example, when a 
manager retrieves the total number of in/out octets of a network interface with 
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type "Ethernet" in the MIB-II interface table, the manager must send a number of 
requests to retrieve all instances of the objects in the table and then calculate the 
total number of octets from the returned values. The second example in Table 6 
simplifies this request applying XQuery. XQuery also provides such features as 
filtering a document to produce a table of contents, joining across multiple data 
sources, grouping and aggregating the contents, and querying based on sequential 
relationships in documents. The XBM manager can reduce the number of requests 
and data transfer for further processing, such as complicated statistical analysis. 
Thus, it can improve management efficiency by adopting XPath and XQuery in a 
message format. 

Table 6. Examples of using XPath, XQuery and XUpdate in HTTP Request 

 
SOAP-based Translation 

As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, SOAP [12] is a protocol for exchanging XML-
based messages over HTTP or SMTP. At the basic functionality level, SOAP can 
be used as a simple messaging protocol and can also be extended to an RPC 
protocol. In this section, we describe an interaction translation method based on a 

Example of Using XPath 

http://hostname:8080/gateway?XQuery=<XQuery><Query><DeviceIP>141.223.82.72</DeviceIP> 
<Gateway><GatewayIP>141.223.82.56</GatewayIP><ReadCommunity>public</ReadCommunity> 
<SNMPVersion>1</SNMPVersion><MibName>RFC1213-MIB</MibName> 
</Gateway><XPath>device[@type=“server”]</XPath></Query><Query> … </Query><XQuery> 

Example of Using XQuery 

<result> { Let $t := input() //ifTable/ifEntry/ ifType[contains( ./text(), "6")] 
RETURN 
<totalInOutOctets count=”{count($t) }”><in> { sum($t/ifInOctets/text()) } </in> 
<out> { sum($t/ifOutOctets/text()) } </out></totalInOutOctets> } </result> 

Example of Using XUpdate 

<XUpdate><Query><DeviceIP>141.223.82.72</DeviceIP><Gateway> 
<GatewayIP>141.223.82.56</GatewayIP> 
<WriteCommunity>media</ WriteCommunity ><SNMPVersion>1</SNMPVersion> 
<MibName>RFC1213-MIB</MibName></Gateway><Modifications> 
<Update select=”//sysConact”>admin</Update><Update>…</Update></Modifications> 
</Query><Query> … </Query></XUpdate> 
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SOAP-based communication. 
An XBM manager exchanges an XML-encoded message with communication 

peers, such as an XBM agent and an XML/SNMP gateway. This means that a 
request message from the manager and a response message from the gateway are 
all formatted as an XML document. SOAP provides a standard method to transfer 
XML-encoded messages over HTTP between the manager and the gateway. 

We define several SOAP RPC messages between an XBM manager and an 
XML/SNMP gateway using WSDL [11]. As explained in Chapter 2.1, WSDL is 
an XML-based language used to define Web Services and describe how to access 
them, and SOAP is becoming the de facto standard protocol for Web Services. 
Therefore, we apply the WSDL Schema for service description instead of a 
proprietary XML structure using an XML Schema. The manager finds a definition 
of a method to invoke using this WSDL document. As described in Table 7, 
WSDL defines the main elements as follows: 

• message: An abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated 

• operation: An abstract description of an action supported by the service 

• portType: An abstract set of operations supported by one or more endpoints 

• binding: A concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular 
port type 

• port: A single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network 
address 

• service: A collection of related endpoints 
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Table 7. WSDL Definitions of Basic SOAP Operations between Manager and Gateway 

get and set Operations 
<wsdl:definitions (namespace declarations) > 
<wsdl:message name="setRequest"><wsdl:part name="param" type="xsd:string" /></wsdl:message> 
<wsdl:message name="setResponse"><wsdl:part name="setReturn" type="xsd:string" /></wsdl:message> 
<wsdl:message name="getRequest"><wsdl:part name="param" type="xsd:string" /></wsdl:message> 
<wsdl:message name="getResponse"><wsdl:part name="getReturn" type="xsd:string" /></wsdl:message> 
<wsdl:portType name="SoapInterface"><wsdl:operation name="get" parameterOrder="param"> 
<wsdl:input message="intf:getRequest" name="getRequest" />  
<wsdl:output message="intf:getResponse" name="getResponse" /></wsdl:operation> 
<wsdl:operation name="set" parameterOrder="param"> 
<wsdl:input message="intf:setRequest" name="setRequest" />  
<wsdl:output message="intf:setResponse" name="setResponse" /></wsdl:operation></wsdl:portType> 
<wsdl:binding name="SoapInterfaceSoapBinding" type="intf:SoapInterface"> 
<wsdlsoap:binding style="rpc" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" />  
<wsdl:operation name="get"><wsdlsoap:operation soapAction="" />  
<wsdl:input name="getRequest"> 
<wsdlsoap:body encodingStyle=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/ 
namespace="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" use="encoded" /></wsdl:input> 
<wsdl:output name="getResponse"> 
<wsdlsoap:body encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"  
namespace="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" use="encoded" /></wsdl:output> 
</wsdl:operation> 
<wsdl:operation name="set"><wsdlsoap:operation soapAction="" />  
<wsdl:input name="setRequest"> 
<wsdlsoap:body encodingStyle=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/ 
namespace="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" use="encoded" /></wsdl:input> 
<wsdl:output name="setResponse"> 
<wsdlsoap:body encodingStyle=http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/ 
       namespace="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" use="encoded" /> 
</wsdl:output> </wsdl:operation></wsdl:binding> 
<wsdl:service name="SoapInterfaceService"> 
<wsdl:port binding="intf:SoapInterfaceSoapBinding" name="SoapInterface"> 
<wsdlsoap:address location="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" /> 
</wsdl:port></wsdl:service></wsdl:definitions> 
Trap Operation 
<wsdl:definitions (namespace declarations) > 
<wsdl:message name="trapRequest"><wsdl:part name="param" type="xsd:string" /></wsdl:message> 
<wsdl:message name="trapResponse"><wsdl:part name="trapReturn" type="xsd:boolean" /></wsdl:message> 
<wsdl:portType name="SoapInterface"><wsdl:operation name="trap" parameterOrder="param"> 
<wsdl:input name="trapRequest" message="intf:trapRequest" />  
<wsdl:output name="trapResponse" message="intf:trapResponse" /></wsdl:operation></wsdl:portType> 
<wsdl:binding name="SoapInterfaceSoapBinding" type="intf:SoapInterface"> 
<wsdlsoap:binding style="rpc" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http" />  
<wsdl:operation name="trap"><wsdlsoap:operation soapAction="" />  
<wsdl:input name="trapRequest"> 
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded" encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"  
namespace="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" /></wsdl:input> 
<wsdl:output name="trapResponse"> 
<wsdlsoap:body use="encoded" encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"  
namespace="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" /> 
</wsdl:output></wsdl:operation></wsdl:binding> 
<wsdl:service name="SoapInterfaceService"> 
<wsdl:port name="SoapInterface" binding="intf:SoapInterfaceSoapBinding"> 
<wsdlsoap:address location="http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws" /></wsdl:port> 
</wsdl:service></wsdl:definitions> 
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The WSDL document in Table 7 describes the get and set operations published 
by the gateway as a service named SoapInterfaceService, and the definition of 
trap notification published by the manager in order to receive notification 
messages from the gateway. 

Guidelines for designing and implementing Web Services recommend the use 
of a course-grained RPC [50]. That is, more coarse-grained service operations 
reduce network overhead and improve performance, although they are less 
flexible. We divide services into three big operations, namely get, set, and trap. 
Each operation has a parameter which is tagged with param and a return value, 
which is also defined as an XML element between the manager and the gateway. 
Besides the essential elements, such as get, set and trap, the SNMP GetBulk 
operation or other complex types of requests can be defined by extending the get 
or set operation with XPath or XQuery. As described in HTTP-based Translation, 
XPath, XQuery and XUpdate provide an efficient way of indicating the managed 
objects to be retrieved. XPath, XQuery and XUpdate can also be applied in the 
SOAP request message as a parameter of each method. 

Figure 9 illustrates a SOAP-based architecture of the XBM manager and the 
gateway. In this architecture, the SOAP Client in the manager generates an XML-
encoded SOAP request, such as get and set. Then the HTTP Client sends the 
HTTP POST request including the SOAP request in its body to the HTTP Server 
in the gateway. The SOAP Server parses the HTTP message into a properly 
formatted RPC call and invokes an appropriate method published by the gateway. 
This SOAP Server receives the result of the method and generates a well-formed 
SOAP response message. The response message backtracks to the SOAP Client in 
the manager. Finally, the manager application receives the results of the method 
invocation. For notification delivery, the SOAP Client in the gateway sends an 
asynchronous event message to the SOAP Server in the manager. This event 
message is generated in the same way as the XML parser- and HTTP-based 
translation methods. 
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Figure 9. SOAP-based Architecture of Manager and Gateway  

It is very common to exchange XML encoded data over HTTP. However, 
SOAP provides a better solution than a proprietary XML/HTTP because SOAP is 
an open standard with a growing body of developers and vendors supporting it. 
SOAP defines a standard vocabulary and a structure for messages between 
communication peers, which eliminates the overhead of parsing and processing 
messages by a proprietary method in managers and the gateway. Further, the 
WSDL Schema provides self-documenting features of defining data and interface 
type like IDL in CORBA and DCOM, and provides the basis of an RPC 
mechanism. One disadvantage of SOAP is the overhead in converting the native 
format of application data into an XML-based SOAP message. However, this 
overhead is eliminated in this approach because the XML/SNMP gateway already 
deals with XML documents as a communication message. 

4.3 XBM Agent 
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Figure 10 illustrates the architecture of an XBM agent. The XBM agent 
includes an Embedded Web Server (EWS) [44] as a basic component. The 
components added to the EWS are the XML Processor, including the SAX Parser 
(which is an XML parser) and the Push Scheduler, and the HTTP Client Engine. 
SAX parser does not support a write function; therefore, a Write Module is also 
necessary. 
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Figure 10. Architecture of XBM agent 

In our previous work [32], we used DOM and XPath for handling the XML 
document in the agent as well as in the manager. DOM and XPath are effective in 
processing XML documents for accessing and filtering. In our previous work, the 
device that embeds the XBM agent was a Linux server, which posed no problems 
with the resource. However, supporting DOM and XPath requires more memory 
resources in the device. To access a part of an XML document, the DOM tree of 
the whole XML document is loaded into memory. This wastes CPU and memory 
resources in the device. Moreover, the size of the basic libraries widely used for 
supporting DOM and XPath is large. Therefore, it is not appropriate to apply 
DOM in an embedded system with few resources.  
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The code size and executable memory size of SAX is smaller than DOM [51], 
[52]. As SAX is an event-driven mechanism for accessing and processing XML 
documents, there is no need to load the entire XML tree to memory. Therefore, 
SAX is much lighter than DOM from the perspective of functionalities and 
resources. While SAX can be lighter in resource usage because SAX reads the 
XML document in sequential order and generates an event for a specific element, 
the processing time for accessing an XML document of SAX is slower than that of 
DOM after the DOM tree is generated. However, the management information of 
most network devices is not large and can be defined into several small XML 
documents containing mutually related management data. Therefore, the 
processing time of the SAX parser matters little. The access method of SAX is 
serial and read-only, so we add a Write Module as part of XML processor to 
provide a writing mechanism. Because we set a greater value on low resource 
requirements, we selected SAX instead of DOM. 

The SAX Parser parses the XML document, and selects the specified node 
when parsing, and reads management data. In order to send up-to-date 
information, the agent gathers information from the Management Backend 
Interface. The Write Module updates the node value for the selected node through 
the Management Backend Interface before replying to the manager. 

To send a notification to the XBM manager, the XBM agent needs a Push 
Handler an HTTP Client Engine, as well as an XML Processor module. Also, to 
send periodic management information to the manager at a fixed time with one 
schedule request, the XBM agent needs a Scheduler. The HTTP Client Engine 
delivers asynchronous messages to the XBM manager for reporting alarm and 
distributing management data according to the schedule. The Scheduler manages 
subscription information and the schedule for the distribution of the management 
information. Subscription information includes the subscriber’s URL for receipt 
(subscriber information), the managed object’s XPath expression (management 
item), and scheduling information containing the start time, the end time, and 
interval. The Push Handler receives the request from the Scheduler and sends the 
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scheduled data to the manager through the HTTP Client at the scheduled time. 
Also, the Push Handler sends a notification generated in the agent, which is sent 
to the manager through the HTTP Client. If the XBM agent does not receive the 
‘HTTP OK’ response to the notification from the manager, the Push Handler 
resends the notification message to the manager.  

The basic components of the XBM agent for processing Get and Set 
operations are EWS, Management Script, and XML Processor. HTTP Client and 
Push Handler are necessary for processing Trap operation. Scheduler is an 
additional module for periodic monitoring to reduce request traffic volumes and 
processing overhead of the manager. The above components are compact and 
basic in the XBM agent. SOAP can be used in communication method. Then, the 
XBM agent must include an SOAP client and an SOAP server. This causes more 
resource usage in the managed device. Therefore, we select HTTP communication 
method, and the XBM agent includes only an HTTP server and an HTTP client.  

If an SNMP Agent is available in the managed network device, the same 
Management Backend Interface can be used. The XBM manager communicates 
with the SNMP Agent through the XML/SNMP gateway. 

4.4 X-CONF Architecture 

Figure 11 illustrates the architecture of X-CONF [53], in which a centralized 
XBM manager controls the configuration information of subsystems equipped 
with XML-based configuration agents. The manager is divided into five modules: 
XMLDB, XMLDB Handler, XSL/XSLT Processor, SOAP Client, and 
Management Operation. The manager possesses the list of subsystems and the 
configuration information of each subsystem in the XMLDB [54]. XMLDB is a 
special database designed only for XML documents, stores intact XML 
documents and partially controls the contents of the XML documents. XMLDB 
provides a better solution than the relational DB as the database for an XML 
document because it is difficult or impossible for complex and hierarchical XML 
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structures to map into the simple structure of the relational DB. The XMLDB 
Handler module performs to process information in XMLDB. The XSL/XSLT 
Processor module transforms XML form into HTML form to offer a Web-based 
user interface.  
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Figure 11. Architecture of X-CONF 

The SOAP Client module connects to SOAP server to deliver the SOAP RPC 
messages. The last module, the Management Operation module, has five methods: 
getMethod, addMethod, delMethod, modifyMethod and createMethod. A brief 
summary of these operations is as follows.  

• getMethod: This method is used for retrieving management information.   

• addMethod: When the configuration information or relationship information 
is added, the manager invokes this method. This means that a subsystem 
belonging to the existing group is added into the distributed system or a new 
group is added. The manager takes every IP address of the related agents over 
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relationship information, and then sends the RPC message to the selected agents 
to call loadMethod, a management operation of the agent.  

• delMethod: Unlike addMethod, this method deletes subsystems or groups. 
When the manager changes the structure of configuration information or 
relationship information, it delivers the RPC messages to all related agents to 
call loadMethod in them. 

• modifyMethod: This method is used when the contents of the configuration 
information is modified without the change in the structure of the configuration 
information or relationship information. Also, the manager sends the RPC 
message to all related agents to call the modifyMethod in them.    

• createMethod: The manager possesses the entire configuration management 
information and relationship information. First, subsystems do not possess the 
configuration information. The manager automatically creates the information 
needed to a subsystem using the configuration management information and 
relationship information. Then, the manager calls loadMethod, a management 
operation in the agent.    

• notifyMethod: The manager receives, processes notifications from the 
agents, and stores them into a log file via this method. 

 
The XML-based configuration management agent illustrated in Figure 11 

contains a SOAP server module, an XML parser module, and a Management 
Operation module. If the agent receives the request message, it parses the value of 
the operation using an XML Parser and calls the operation. The XML Parser 
module allows for an agent to parse and access the contents of the XML message 
using XPath expression. The Management Operation module has three methods: 
getMethod, loadMethod, and modifyMethod. A brief explanation of these 
operations is as follows. 

• getMethod: This method is used to retrieve the information from the 
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configuration XML file in the subsystem and to show the information to the 
administrator.  

• loadMethod: After the manager changes the structure of the configuration 
information or relationship information, it newly generates the configuration 
information of the every related subsystem via the createMethod operation. The 
manager calls the loadMethod to send the new information to the related 
subsystems.   

• modifyMethod: This method is used when the contents of the configuration 
information is modified without a change in the information structure. 

 

Also, the subsystems need to send notifications to the manager, and the 
manager needs to receive and handle the notifications. To send the notification to 
the manager, the subsystems need a SOAP Client module and an HTTP Client 
module, and the manager needs a SOAP Server module and an HTTP Server 
module.  
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5. Implementation and Validation 

We have implemented an XML-based Network Management System (XNMS), 
an XBM agent and an XML/SNMP gateway as a validation of our XML-based 
integrated management system. XNMS is used to manage one or more types of 
network elements scattered throughout the world. In this section, we explain our 
experience with developing the XNMS and XBM agent using XML technologies. 
We have used the XML/SNMP gateway [17, 20] approach for managing existing 
SNMP agents. The reasons why the gateway approach is necessary are as follows:  

• The configuration management in industry is already changing to an XML-
based management. Therefore, the XNMS to process XML is also necessary for 
integrated management. 

• Management systems need to support managing network devices presently 
embedded with SNMP agents and that utilize maximally existing SNMP agents. 
Moreover, fault management and performance management is already well 
performed by SNMP agents. However, the SNMP agent reveals its limitation in 
the configuration management with the SNMP Set operation. Juniper and Cisco 
suggest the solution of efficient and atomic transfer of configuration data by 
applying XML related technologies. 

• SNMP agent is already embedded and manages most network devices. It is 
almost impossible to change the agents in already deployed devices. The latest 
requests concerning network management encourage developers to develop a 
new management system without modifying the existing agent. XML 
technologies provide many advantages in network management mentioned in 
Chapter 1 and we can develop new management systems using XML 
technologies. Therefore, the gateway approach needs the XBM manager to 
manage existing SNMP agents. In this section, we also provide a guideline of 
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system and network management functionality using XML technologies. 

5.1 XBM Manager 

We use the XML Schema to define management information. Figure 12, 
drawn using an editing tool of XML Spy [49], shows the management information 
of XNMS defined as an XML Schema format. The XML Schema presented in 
dotted lines in Figure 12 represents optional management information and the 
“0..∞” expression under the elements means that zero or more elements exist. 
That is, ‘0..∞’ means that the number of the element can range from zero to 
infinity. The basic cardinality is one when nothing is specified. A dotted box with 
no cardinality specification means an optional element; that is, the number of this 
element is either zero or one. The management information of XNMS is divided 
into two parts: a server part and a device part. The Server part consists of server 
configuration, administrator lists, XML/SNMP gateway lists, and device topology 
information. 

 

Figure 12. XML Schema for XNMS 
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The Device part consists of device information, device configuration, logging, 
and monitoring. The XML Schema has complex types containing elements and 
attributes, and simple types containing none. The XML Schema supports 44 kinds 
of built-in simple types, including string, integer, float, time, date, etc. 
DeviceInfoType is defined as complex types and the type of DeviceInfo is set to 
DeviceInfoType. Each element such as DeviceIP, AdminID, AgentType, etc. has its 
own data type. And we add at least an attribute to device information as a primary 
key for searching. DeviceInfoType has an attribute of string type, DeviceID, as a 
unique key. If the type of an agent (AgentType) is an XBM agent, the information 
of Gateway is not necessary. 

The DeviceConfiguration section is defined as the XML Schema converted 
from the MIB definition of each device. This is for consistency of management 
information between the XBM manager and the SNMP agent interacting through 
the XML/SNMP gateway. We translate MIB II to XML Schema for basic 
management information. If a new device embedding an SNMP agent is added to 
XNMS, our MIB2XML translator [17] converts the private MIB definition to the 
XML Schema and the translated XML Schema is added to XML Schema of 
XNMS as a child element of DeviceConfiguration in Figure 12. 

We considered three methods for efficient interaction between XBM manager 
and the XML/SNMP gateway. We adopted the HTTP-based translation among 
interaction approaches [20] between the XNMS and the XML/SNMP gateway. 
This method enables one to easily define complex request messages and improve 
communication efficiency over HTTP, which is the most common approach to 
exchange XML documents. 

In the HTTP communication between XNMS and the gateway or between 
XNMS and the XBM agent, we define an XML Schema for an HTTP Get/Post 
message. XNMS requests management information using the HTTP Get request 
message. An HTTP Get request has a parameter named “XQuery” to describe the 
detailed request. Figure 13 shows the XML Schema for “XQuery” [30] expression 
and Table 8 shows its example. The XML Schema includes definitions of 
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elements, which are “DeviceIP” for device identification, “XPath” for addressing 
portions of management information, and several elements for SNMP 
communications. If the agent is an XBM agent, the Gateway information is not 
necessary, as the XBM manager directly connects to the XBM agent. 

 
Figure 13. XML Schema for “XQuery” in HTTP Get 

Table 8. XML Example for “XQuery” in HTTP Get 

The XNMS sends HTTP Post request to insert, delete, and update 
management information. An HTTP Post message contains request details in its 
message body. We use XUpdate [31] expression for HTTP Post message content. 
An update in the XUpdate language is expressed as a well-formed XML document. 
XUpdate uses the expression language defined by XPath. These XPath 
expressions are used in XUpdate for selecting nodes for processing afterwards. An 
update is represented by a “Modifications” element in an XML document. An 
asynchronous trap message from an SNMP agent is sent through the HTTP Post 
message via the XML/SNMP Gateway. The gateway generates an XML document 
which contains the trap message, and delivers it to the manager using an HTTP 
POST message.  

To store management data for later analysis, a DB is necessary. There are two 
practical database formats for storing and retrieving XML content: native XML 

Between XNMS and the XML/SNMP Gateway Between XNMS and the XBM Agent 
http://XNMS/monitoring.jsp?XQuery=<XQuery> 
<QueryList><DeviceIP >141.223.82.121</DeviceIP> 
<Gateway><GatewayIP>141.223.82.56</GatewayIP> 
<ReadCommunity>pubic</ReadCommunity> 
<SNMPVersion>0</SNMPVersion> 
<MibName>RFC1213-MIB</MibName></Gateway> 
<XPath>//interfaces</XPath></QueryList></XQuery> 

http://XNMS/monitoring.jsp?XQuery= 
<XQuery><QueryList> 
<DeviceIP >141.223.82.122</DeviceIP> 
<XPath>//interfaces</XPath> 
</QueryList></XQuery> 
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databases and relational databases (RDBMS) [54]. RDBMS does not support up-
to-date XML technologies such as XPath and XUpdate. Therefore, an approach is 
required to map the relational DB or move it to an XML document and schema. 
Although many RDBMSs support the storage of XML documents, the mapping of 
XML documents to relational models is not only difficult but often results in 
incompatible schema. Moreover, mapping the structure of the XML document to a 
relational schema can heavily degrade performance because it always needs to 
parse the XML document.  

The native XML DB stores the data structured as XML without the need to 
translate the data to a relational or object database structure. This is especially 
valuable for complex and hierarchical XML structures that would be difficult or 
impossible to map to a more structured database. Therefore, we use a native XML 
database instead of a traditional RDBMS. 

First, we need to know the definition of collection and document in the native 
XML DB. The collection is a container in which the XML document is stored. 
The document is an intact XML document used in a collection. Compared to a 
relational database, the collection is roughly equivalent to a table and the 
document is the same as a row in the table. Any XML documents can be added to 
a collection regardless of schema. We make collections in accordance with the 
XML Schema in Figure 12. We make XNMS collection, the collection of XNMS 
contains Device collection, and Device collection contains DeviceInfo collection 
in hierarchical order, as shown in Table 8. Shown as the cardinality of AlertEmail 
element is 0~2 in Figure 12, the number of AlertEmail element can range from 
zero to two. The device information for SNMP agent needs the gateway 
information. However, the device information for the XBM agent does not include 
the gateway information. Therefore, the cardinality of Gateway element is zero or 
one. The left column in Table 9 is for the device equipped with an SNMP agent 
that includes two AlertEmail and one Gateway information. The right column for 
the device equipped with an XBM agent that includes one AlertEmail and no 
Gateway information. 
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Table 9. XML Document of DeviceInfo 

We can query DeviceInfoList using the same pattern of XPath in the native 
XML DB. We divide collections in minimum size related to the same information 
for fast DB operation. The native DB provides the unique key of each document 
in the collection, which makes it easier to access directly to the specified 
document. Therefore, we can easily retrieve, update, and delete documents using 
an XPath expression. DB Schema is consistent with XML Schema in native XML 
DB, and storing management information to DB is simple and there is no 
overhead to parse the XML document. Therefore, we can easily process XML data 
using native XML DB, which result in fast and easy development of XNMS. 

The DOM [6] is the means of accessing and manipulating XML documents. 
The DOM supports the reconstruction of XML documents, access to any part of 
the documents, and the method of manipulations, additions, and deletions to the 
document. We can analyze management data of XML document format using the 
DOM Interface. We use the fundamental interfaces of the DOM Core interface 
[6]: Node, Document, DOMImplementaion, NodeList, NamedNodeMap, Attr, and 
Element. 

To access a part of an XML document, the DOM tree of the entire XML 
document is loaded in memory. This wastes memory and CPU resources and 
requires much processing time. Therefore, we make an effort to save resources. 

Device equipped with an SNMP Agent Device equipped with an XBM Agent 
XNMS/Device/DeviceInfo 
<? xml version= “1.0” ?> 
<DeviceInfoList DeviceID= “device1” > 
<DeviceIP>141.223.82.121</DeviceIP> 
<AdminID>mjchoi</AdminID> 
<AlertEmail>mjchoi@postech.ac.kr</AlertEmail> 
<AlertEmail>siwa@postech.ac.kr</AlertEmail> 
<AgentType>1 (SNMP agent)</AgentType> 
<Gateway > 
<GatewayIP>141.223.82.77</GatewayIP> 
<ReadCommunity>public</ReadCommunity> 
<WriteCommunity>private</WriteCommunity> 
<MIBName>RFC1213-MIB</MIBName> 
</Gateway> 
<Description>Linux Machine</Description> 
</DeviceInfoList> 

XNMS/Device/DeviceInfo 
<? xml version= “1.0” ?> 
<DeviceInfoList DeviceID= “device2” > 
<DeviceIP>141.223.82.122</DeviceIP> 
<AdminID>mjchoi</AdminID> 
<AlertEmail>meanie@postech.ac.kr 
</AlertEmail> 
<AgentType>2 (XBM agent) 
</AgentType> 
<Description>IP Sharing Device 
</Description> 
</DeviceInfoList> 
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We use the DocumentFragment interface for updating the XML document. This 
interface provides a method to update a small portion of the document without 
constantly updating the NodeLists and NamedNodeMaps associated with the 
entire document. Updating the NodeLists can significantly slow down execution. 
As mentioned previously, we use native XML DB to store management 
information. This reduces the manipulation of the XML document using the DOM 
Interface for inserting management information to the DB, because the XML 
document can be directly inserted into the native XML DB. When an analysis is 
requested, we extract the data from the DB by filtering and scoping using the 
DOM Interface and calculating the data. 

After the management information is analyzed, the analysis result is presented 
to administrators. We adopted XSLT [9] to accomplish XNMS presentation. XSLT 
is an XML-based language that enables us to transform one class of XML 
document to another. An XML document can be transformed so it can be rendered 
on a variety of formats corresponding different display requirements.  

We classify types of presentation in XNMS. Static information such as XNMS 
server configuration data, which is not specific to managed devices, can be 
rendered using pre-defined XSLT. Another type of presentation is to generate a 
dynamic web page for device configuration, which has various items and styles to 
present according to devices and their MIBs.  

XNMS maintains XML Schemas for the managed devices, as well as XSL 
templates for the XML documents conforming the XML Schema. The XSLT 
template for each MIB is generated by the XSLT Generator of the XML/SNMP 
Gateway, and downloaded to XNMS whenever the MIB is translated. Table 
objects defined in the MIB is presented as HTML [55] table view using the 
template. XNMS reduces the in-line code to control presentation logic and HTML 
code for work iterating whenever a device is added or an MIB module is 
recompiled. 

XNMS has been implemented on a Linux OS using Java language. The XML 
packages used in XNMS are mostly from the Apache project [56]. We used the 
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Apache Web server and OpenSSL [57] to communicate in the secure mode of 
HTTPS. We used Xerces [58] as a DOM parser, Xalan [59] as an XPath/XSLT 
processor. We used Xindice [60], native XML DB, to store the XML document of 
management data. These all belong to the Apache project and are Java-based. We 
used Innovation’s HTTP Client V0.3-3 [61] as HTTP Client, which is also Java-
based. A more detailed description of the implementation of the XML/SNMP 
gateway is found in our previous papers [17, 20]. 

Using XNMS, an administrator has a unified management interface for 
multiple devices. Figure 14 shows examples of the XNMS user interface. Figure 
14 (a) shows the information of system group of MIB II. First, one checks the 
device ID in the left tree and clicks the Configuration submenu of Device 
Management menu in the upper frame in (a) figure. The flow of management 
information of (a) is the first flow (Get/Set flow) mentioned in Chapter 4.1. Figure 
14 (b) shows the trap information received from all devices. The flow of this 
information is the second flow (Trap flow) mentioned in Chapter 4.1. Figure 14 
(c) shows the current setting of periodic monitoring. The two devices are in 
progress in monitoring, and the others finished periodic monitoring. If you check 
the device check-button in the tree panel and click the “Apply” button in Figure 
14 (c), Figure 14 (d) is shown. Figure 14 (d) shows the monitoring analysis result 
of selected devices. The graph shows the in/out bandwidth of the Ethernet 
interface during a specified time period. The flow of management information of 
Figure 14 (d) is the third flow mentioned in Chapter 4.1. 
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(a) Get/Set (MIBII – System Group) 

 
(b) Log Analysis from Trap Notification 
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(c) Configuration of Periodic Monitoring 

 

(d) Result of Monitoring Analysis 

Figure 14. Examples of XNMS User Interface 
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5.2 XBM Agent 

The main function of the XBM agent is to retrieve and update management 
information according to the manager’s request of Get/Set operation. Also, the 
XBM agent delivers periodic monitoring data to the manager by performing the 
scheduler according to the manager’s scheduling request. Figure 15 illustrates the 
function call for the flow of Get/Set process of the XBM agent.  

The process of the Get operation in XBM agent is as follows. The Get request 
from the manager calls the Get module through Mgmt. Script with two 
parameters: XML filename, and XPath expression. The value of XML filename is 
used as the parameter of the xmlOpen() function for opening the appropriate XML 
document, the value of XPath is the parameter of the getXpath() function which 
returns the structure type of XPath to utilize in next phase. The XML document 
from xmlOpen() and XPath returned from getXpath() input into the parseXml() 
function as parameters. The parseXml() parses the XML document through the 
XPath grammar. The real management value is retrieved through the call of Mgmt. 
Backend Interface, then, XML document is updated with this value using the 
setXml() function. The parsed XML document is sent to returmXml() and 
backtracks to Mgmt. Script as string format. Finally, the xmlClose() function 
closes the previously opened XML document. 

The process of Set operation is almost equal to the Get operation. The Set 
module opens the XML document and retrieves the specific XML document part 
by applying an XPath expression as a Get operation, then modifies the XML 
document calling setXml(), and updates the real value through Mgmt. Backend 
Interface. Afterwards, it generates the XML document from the result of Set 
operation and calls returnXml() function. The returned result to Mgmt. Script is 
the response of the Set operation, ‘HTTP OK’ message. 

In Figure 15, the getXpath() function is the XPath Handler module processing 
XPath. Currently, XPath supports various syntaxes. However, if the XPath 
expression is complex, the processing time is slow [62], and the XPath Handler 
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supporting full XPath grammar [63] is heavy. This does not meet the requirements 
of low resource utility. Therefore, we implemented a part of XPath grammar 
sufficient to accessing the XML document of management information in the 
XBM agent. Moreover, we implemented the XPath Handler to access the specific 
management information applying XPath expression during the parsing without 
loading the XML document into memory. Table 10 shows the XPath grammars 
that we implemented in our XBM agent. We implemented the XPath Handler 
considering the extensibility supporting more XPath syntaxes. It is desirable to 
extract management information using simple XPath expression by considering 
the processing time. 
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Figure 15. Flow of Get/Set Operations 

Table 10. Supported XPath Grammar in XBM agent 

In Figure 15, the parseXml() function, which reads the XML document in 

Grammar Explanation Example 
/ The basic Xpath syntax similar to filesystem addressing //AAA/BBB 
// All elements in the document which fulfill following criteria are selected //BBB 
* All elements located by proceeding path //* 
@ Attributes are specified by @ prefix //@id 
[ ] Filter BBB[@id=’b1’] 
= Comparative operator BBB[@id=’b1’] 
| Equals to logical OR //AAA | //BBB 
& Equals to logical AND //AAA & //BBB 
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sequential access and applies XPath expression, is the core module of the SAX 
Parser. This parses the XML document from the root element to its child element, 
retrieves the element name and attributes, and compares the retrieved values to 
XPath expression processed by the getXpath() function, then if the comparison 
result is equal, the values are sent to the next function. The setXml() function is for 
the Write Module. In the case of a Set request, if the Set operation needs to update 
the value, this function modifies the XML document after parsing the document 
that applies the XPath expression. 

Figure 16 describes the process of the Scheduler for delivering periodic data to 
the manager at the scheduled time and Trap for sending a notification to the 
manager. If the Scheduler receives a scheduling request from the manager, it 
updates the job list file. The Scheduler processes the job with pthreads. In the 
initial start, the Scheduler runs the getJob() function, and this function reads the 
job list file and retrieves the job contents. As mentioned in the scheduler part in 
Chapter 4.2, the job list file includes subscriber information, a management item, 
and schedule information containing start time, end time, and interval. The 
checkJob() function receives the number of jobs and the job list from getJob(), 
and compares the existing pthreads information to the new job list. According to 
the comparison result, the checkJob() generates a new job thread calling 
insertJob(), or destroys the existing job thread calling deleteJob(). The generated 
thread having the same time interval as the parameter checks the schedule calling 
timerHandler() and runs the runWget() function at the scheduled time. The 
runWget() function calls the Push Handler, then the processed management 
information is sent to the manager through an HTTP Client Engine called Wget 
[64]. A notification from the Mgmt. Backend Interface is sent to genXmlTrap() 
function in the Trap module. This function generates an XML document 
containing the trap information and calls the runWget() function. Trap information 
is delivered to the manager by this mechanism. 
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Figure 16. Flow of Trap/Schedule Operations 

We have implemented an XBM agent to manage an IP sharing device based 
on the design presented in Chapter 4.2. Moreover, we focused on the 
implementation of an efficient and lightweight XBM agent by considering such 
requirements as low resource utility (CPU usage and memory size). In addition, 
for portability to equip any type of embedded system, we used the C programming 
language throughout agent implementation and developed components per each 
module. To control the access of management information, access to the XBM 
agent is permitted through the authentication with ID and password in the initial 
contact. The IP sharing device equipped with our XBM agent runs on an 
embedded Linux based on linux2.2.13-7 kernel using Motorola’s MPC850DE 
processor with 16MB ROM. We used a powerpc-linux-gcc compiler. 

5.3 XML/SNMP Gateway 

We have implemented an XML/SNMP gateway for our XNMS [65] which 
manages one or more types of network elements scattered throughout the world. 
In this section, we explain the implementation details of the XML/SNMP gateway. 
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The XML/SNMP gateway has been implemented on a Linux server. We used 
the Apache Tomcat 4.0 for the Web server and Servlet engine. We used Xerces 
1.4.4 [58] for an XML parser, Xalan 2.4.0 [59] for an XPath/XSLT processor. We 
also used Innovation's HTTP Client V0.3-3 [61] for the HTTP Client and 
OpenNMS's joeSNMP 0.2.6 [66] for the SNMP Handler and the Trap Handler. 
These are all Java-based. 

We first implemented the XML parser-based translation method using the 
Xerces DOM parser. This translation method is the basis for the HTTP- and 
SOAP-based translation methods. In this method, the gateway generates and 
exposes a simple interface class for the manager to access this XML parser-based 
translation. The manager is implemented as a Java bean running with the gateway 
in the same process. It uses the gateway as API calls and can share a consistent 
DOM tree with the gateway. 

The HTTP-based translation has been implemented and validated for our 
XNMS. XPath and XUpdate expressions are applied to HTTP request messages, 
and all arguments for the requests are all XML-encoded. The HTML 
specifications [55] recommend that the HTTP GET method should be basically 
used merely for retrieving data, whereas POST is recommended for storing or 
updating data, ordering a product, or sending E-mail. In keeping with the 
recommended specifications, we used the HTTP GET method for retrieving MIB 
information and the HTTP POST for updating MIB and sending traps. In the case 
of a lengthy parameter, GET may cause practical problems with implementations 
which cannot handle such long URIs. According to the official statement by 
Microsoft published in February 2000, the maximum URL length is 2,083 
characters in Internet Explorer. To begin to solve this limitation, we first replaced 
all GET requests with POST, and the performance was degraded as the overall 
processing time of each request increased. Next, we decided to use HTTP GET for 
simple retrieval operations and POST for relatively long modification requests. 
We are now replacing the relatively wordy XML Schema for XQuery and 
XUpdate parameters with a concise XML Schema to complement the GET 
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method and are considering a mechanism to divide a request into multiple ones 
when the length of a GET request message exceeds the URI length limitation. 

For the SOAP-based translation, we used Apache Axis 1.0 [67] for the SOAP 
engine, which is the SOAP 1.1 and WSDL 1.1 compliant. We deployed the 
existing translation functions into Web Services using a Java Web Service (JWS) 
provided by Axis. This deployment method automatically generates a WSDL file 
and proxy/skeleton codes for the SOAP RPCs. In order to enable the existing Java 
class as a Web Service, we simply copy the Java file into the Axis Web application, 
using the extension “.jws” instead of “.java” We deployed the main class namely 
SoapInterface into Web Services as an interface to the SOAP-based XML/SNMP 
gateway. We installed the Axis SOAP engine both on the manager and the gateway. 
The SOAP Client of XNMS can access the deployed services of the gateway by 
setting the SOAP endpoint to “http://hostname:8080/axis/SoapInterface.jws”. 

5.4 XML-based Configuration Management System 

We have implemented an XML-based configuration management system 
based on the X-CONF design presented in Chapter 5.4. The manager of X-CONF 
is a Linux 7.2 server with a Pentium III 800 MHz CPU and 256 MB RAM. X-
CONF is implemented with XML related technologies. Therefore, we referred to 
the Apache Project Group [56] which provides Application Program Interface 
(API) implemented with JAVA to support related XML technologies. X-CONF 
needs following APIs: XML Xerces [58] as an XML parser, Xalan [59] to 
transform XML document into other forms, Xindice [60] as an XMLDB and 
AXIS [67] as a SOAP engine to apply SOAP communication method between the 
manager and the agents.  

The manager can manage the configuration information of any subsystem 
which has an agent embedded with a SOAP module and management operations. 
XMLDB supports XML technologies such as XPath, XQuery, and XUpdate to 
directly handle the XML documents via DOM parser.  
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X-CONF includes XMLDB and XML files as an information repository in 
order to store all management information. In XMLDB, it is necessary to identify 
the terms collection and document. The collection is the container storing the 
XML document. The document is an intact XML document stored in a collection. 
Compared to a relational database, a collection is roughly equivalent to a table and 
a document resembles fields in a row which do not have a null value. Our X-
CONF distinctly defines the name of each distributed system and creates the 
collection name with that name. For example, the distributed system, NG-MON 
creates an identical collection called NG-MON. XMLDB in the manager has 
several collections in the identical collection that stores the management 
information defined in the management information model. The configuration 
information of every subsystem is stored in the XML file, whose unique name is 
made using three pieces of information: distributed system name, group name, 
and subsystem IP address. 

We have applied X-CONF to the configuration management system for NG-
MON [68], which is a distributed and real-time Internet traffic monitoring and 
analysis system composed of five subsystems: packet capture, flow generator, 
flow store, traffic analyzer, and presenter of analyzed data. Each subsystem may 
be composed of multiple computers. The packet capture captures all packets on 
the network link. The flow generator sorts the captured packets into the flow 
containing the same 5-tuple: source IP address, destination IP address, protocol 
number, source port, and destination port. The flow store stores the flow data into 
the DB. The traffic analyzer queries the flow data to the flow store and then stores 
it according to the various analysis scopes in the own DB. The presenter provides 
a Web-based user interface to the administrators. 
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<configuration name="ng-mon">
<all_info>

<admin name="mount" email=“mount@postech.ac.kr” />
<database user="root" password="pwd" />

</all_info>

<group  name="presenter">
<group_info>

<p2p file = "p2p.xml" />
</group_info>
<subsys ip = "141.223.11.10" />          

</group>
</configuration >

…
<group name="flowgenertor" 

inheritance="flowstore">
<group_info>

<time interval="2" />
</group_info>
<subsys ip="141.223.11.3">

<database user="siwa" passwd="123" />
</subsys>
<subsys ip="141.223.11.4">

<database user="mjchoi" passwd="456" />
</subsys>

</group >
…

  

<relation name="ng-mon">
<group name="packetcapture"> 

<sharedInfo name=“flowstore”>
<element>p2p</element>

</sharedInfo>  
<sharedInfo>trafficanalyzer</sharedInfo> 
<referInfo group="flowgenerator">

<element>time</element>
</referInfo>

</group >

<group  name="presenter">
</element>
</sharedInfo>          

</group>
</relation >

…
<group name="flowgenerator">

<inheritance name= ="flowstore" />
<sharedInfo name="packetcapture">

<element>data</element>
</sharedInfo>
<referInfo name="packetcapture">

<element>device</element>
</referInfo>  

</group>
…

 
(a) Flow Generator’s Configuration in Manager    (b) Flow Generator’s Relationship  

<configuration name="ng-mon" ip="141.223.11.3" target="flowgenerator">
<all_info>

<admin email="mount@postech.ac.kr" name="mount“ />
<database password="password" user="root“ />

</all_info>
<group name="packetcapture">

<group_info>
<data type=“all“ />

</group_info>
</group>
<group  name="flowgenerator">

<group_info>
<time interval=“2“ />

</group_info>
<subsys ip="141.223.11.3">

<database passwd="234" user="siwa“ />
</subsys>

</group>
<group  name="flowstore">

<group_info>
<p2p file="p2p.xml“ />

</group_info>
</group>
<referInfo name="packetcapture">

<device name="eth1“ />
</referInfo>

</configuration>   

(c) Configuration in Subsystem (141.223.82.3) 

Figure 17. Example of Management Information 

Figure 17 is an example of management information: (a) is configuration 
information in a manager, (b) is relationship information, and (c) is configuration 
information in a subsystem. Figure 17 (c) shows that the manager automatically 
creates the configuration information of the subsystem (ip = “141.223.11.3”) by 
using both Figure 17 (a) and (b).  

In Figure 17 (a), the flowgenerator group consists of two subsystems. These 
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subsystems have their own information because they include the sub-elements 
(subsys). The flowgenerator group has the inheritance attribute related with the 
flowstore. This means that the subsystems in the flowgenerator group inherit the 
whole configuration information of the group_info in the flowstore group. In this 
case, the inherited information is the value of the p2p element.  

In Figure 17 (b), the flowgenerator group has the relationship with the specific 
information of the packetcapture group. This group shares the data information in 
the packetcapure group and can modify it. However, the flowgenerator group 
refers to the device information in the packetcapture group. The referInfo cannot 
be modified in the referred group. If the device information is modified in the 
packetcapure, the modified value is transferred to the flowgenerator.  

Finally, Figure 17 (c) shows an automatically generated XML document from 
Figure 17 (a) and (b) by the manager. The root element shows that the 
configuration information in Figure 17 (c) belongs to the subsystem (ip = 
“141.223.11.3”) in the flowgenerator group. If this system has the modified 
information, the manager processes the automatic reconfiguration of other related 
subsystems. In addition, the result of every process in these subsystems is sent to 
the manager. Also if it is necessary to reboot the agent, the agent will reboot 
automatically and deliver the reboot notification to the manager. 

A Web-based user interface is composed of three frames: the menu frame, the 
tree frame, and the main frame. Figure 18 shows the information transformed 
from an XML document format to an HTML document format by using an 
Extensible Stylesheet Language (XSL) file to show or to modify the configuration 
information. XSL is a mark-up language designed to display XML documents on 
the Web. Figure 18 (a) presents the configuration information of each subsystem 
chosen by the administrator. If the administrator presses the modify button, Figure 
18 (b), the result page, is displayed. The shared information is the read-write data 
so that the shared information data in Figure 17 (b) are the text fields. 
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(a) Show Configuration Information 

 
 (b) Modify Configuration Information 

Figure 18. Web-based User Interface 

Tree frame 

Menu frame 

Main frame 
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5.5 Management Functionality using XML technologies 

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) systems management provides 
mechanisms for the monitoring, control, and coordination of the resources within 
the OSI environment and OSI protocol standards for communicating information 
pertinent to those resources. To develop functions for the support of OSI systems 
management, ISO/IEC has partitioned OSI systems management activities into 
five Specific Management Functional Areas (SMFAs): Configuration 
Management (CM), Fault Management (FM), Performance Management (PM), 
Security Management (SM), and Accounting Management (AM). Since overlap 
exists among SMFAs, the management functions applicable to one SMFA are also 
often to other SMFAs. For example, each SMFA must have management functions 
to create or delete the managed objects which the SMFA concerns and to examine 
or modify the characteristics of these managed objects. Therefore, many 
redundant efforts will occur if we independently develop management functions 
for each SMFA. For effective development of management applications, there is a 
need to identify these essential management functions, which are known as 
System Management Functions (SMFs). 

SMFs provide a generic platform of systems management capabilities for 
various management applications. SMFs include the Object Management 
Function (OMF), the State Management Function, Attributes for Representing 
Relationships, the Alarm Reporting Function, the Event Report Management 
Function, the Log Control Function, and the Security Alarm Reporting Function, 
etc. Figure 19 shows the functional hierarchy of SMFs and SMFAs. SMFs can be 
divided into several basic management operations. For example, OMF consists of 
basic operations, such as creating, deleting, and modifying. We define following 
10 functions as the basic operations: creation, deletion, retrieval, modification, 
filtering, scoping, sorting, searching, correlation, and notification. These basic 
operations for management applications can be easily developed using DOM as 
one of XML technologies. The Document Object Model is a platform- and 
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language-neutral interface that will allow programs and scripts to dynamically 
access and update the content, structure and style of documents.  

The DOM [6] presents documents as a hierarchy of Node objects that also 
implement other, more specialized interfaces. Some types of nodes may have 
child nodes of various types, and others are leaf nodes that cannot have anything 
below them in the document structure. 

The DOM Core API provides a set of objects and interfaces for accessing and 
manipulating document objects. The DOM Core API also allows creation and 
population of a Document object using only DOM API calls; loading a Document 
and saving it persistently is left to the product that implements the DOM API. 

The DOM Core defines 4 types, 20 fundamental interfaces, and 6 extended 
interfaces. Table 11 explains some fundamental interfaces to understand the 
following APIs for basic operations such as creation, deletion, retrieval, and 
modification of objects. The following IDL APIs are based on DOM level 3 Core 
Specification. 

• Interface Document: The Document interface represents the entire XML 
document. Conceptually, it is the root of the document tree, and provides the 
primary access to the document’s data. 

• Interface Node: The Node interface is the primary data type for the entire 
Document Object Model. It represents a single node in the document tree.  

• Interface Element: The Element interface represents an element in an XML 
document. Elements may have attributes associated with them. 

• Interface NamedNodeMap: Objects implementing the NamedNodeMap 
interface are used to represent collections of nodes that can be accessed by name. 

• Interface NodeList: The NodeList interface provides the abstraction of an 
ordered collection of nodes, without defining or constraining how this collection 
will be implemented. 
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Table 11. DOM Interfaces 

In addition, the DOM level 2 Traversal and Range Specification defines 
framework for filtering and navigating in the filtered tree. It basically defines 4 
interfaces: TreeWalker, NodeIterator, NodeFilter, and DocumentTraversal 
interfaces. Filtering conditions are defined in the concrete class implementing 
NodeFilter interface and DocumentTraversal returns traversal object such as 
TreeWalker or NodeIterator representing filtered-out nodes. This basic operation 
provides easy-to-use, robust, selective traversal of a document’s contents. 
Moreover this DocumentTraversal API such as createNodeIterator() and 
createTreeWalker() and some other APIs of DOM core API provides scoping 
functionality basically with root node of containment tree. The major part of 

Operation DOM Interfaces 

Creation 

interface Document : Node 
 Element createElement(in DOMString tagName) → Creates an element of the type  

specified. Note that the instance returned implements the Element interface so 
attributes can be specified directly on the returned object. 

interface Node 
 Node appendChild(in Node newChild) raises(DOMException) → Adds the node 

newChild to the end of the list of children of this node. If the newChild is already in 
the tree, it is first removed. 

 Node insertBefore(in Node newChild, in Node refChild) raises(DOMException) → 
Inserts the node newChild before the existing child node refChild. If refChild is null, 
insert newChild at the end of the list of children. 

Deletion 
interface Node 
 Node removeChild(Node oldChild) raises(DOMException) → Removes the child 

node indicated by oldChild from the list of children, and returns it. 

Navigation/  
Retrieval 

interface Node 
 readonly attribute Node parentNode 
 readonly attribute Node firstChild 
 readonly attribute Node lastChild 
 readonly attribute Node previousSibling 
 readonly attribute Node nextSibling 
 readonly attribute NodeList childNodes 

interface NamedNodeMap 
 Node getNamedItem(in DOMString name) → Retrieves a node specified by name. 

interface Document 
 NodeList getElementsByTagName(in DOMString tagname) → Returns a NodeList of 

all the Elements with a given tag name in the order in which they are encountered in 
a preorder traversal of the Document tree. 

Setting values/ 
Modification 

interface Node 
 attribute DOMString nodeValue → The value of this node, depending on its type; 

When it is defined to be null, setting it has no effect. 
interface Element : Node 
 void setAttribute(in DOMString name, in DOMString value) raises(DOMException) → 

Adds a new attribute. If an attribute with that name is already present in the element, 
its value is changed to be that of the value parameter. This value is a simple string. 
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Traversal follows. 

• Interface XPathEvaluator: It provides the evaluation of XPath expressions. 

• XPathExpression createExpression(in DOMString expression, in 
XPathNSResolver resolver) raises(XPathException, dom::DOMException) → 
Create a parsed XPath expression with resolved namespaces. 

• XPathNSResolver createNSResolver(in Node nodeResolver) → Adapts any 
DOM node to resolve namespaces so that an XPath expression can be easily 
evaluated relative to the context of the node where it appeared within the 
document. 

• DOMObject evaluate(in DOMString expression, in Node contextNode, in 
XPathNSResolver resolver, in unsigned short type, in DOMObject result) 
raises(XPathException, dom::DOMException) → Evaluates an XPath 
expression string and returns a result of the specified type if possible 

• Interface XPathExpression: The XPathExpression interface represents a 
parsed and resolved XPath expression. 

• DOMObject evaluate(in Node contextNode, in unsigned short type, in 
DOMObject result) raises(XPathException, dom::DOMException) → Evaluates 
this XPath expression and returns a result. 

• Interface XPathNSResolver: The XPathNSResolver interface permit prefix 
strings in the expression to be properly bound to namespaceURI strings. 
XPathEvaluator can construct an implementation of XPathNSResolver from a 
node, or the interface may be implemented by any application. 

• DOMString lookupNamespaceURI(in DOMSring prefix) → Look up the 
namespace URI associated to the given namespace prefix. The XPath evaluator 
must never call this with a null or empty argument, because the result of doing 
this is undefined. 

• Interface XPathResult: The XPathResult interface represents the result of the 
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evaluation of an XPath 1.0 expression within the context of a particular node. 
Since the evaluation of an XPath expression can result in various result types, 
this object makes it possible to discover and manipulate the type and value of the 
result. 

• Node iterateNext() raises(XPathException, dom::DOMException) → Iterates 
and returns the next node from the node set or null if there are no more nodes. 

• Node snapshotItem(in unsigned long index) raises(XPathException) → 
Returns the indexth item in the snapshot collection. If index is greater than or 
equal to the number of nodes in the list, this method returns null. 

 
In addition, the DOM level 2 Traversal and Range Specification defines 

framework for filtering and navigating in the filtered tree. It basically defines 4 
interfaces - TreeWalker, NodeIterator, NodeFilter, and DocumentTraversal 
interfaces. Filtering conditions are defined in the concrete class implementing 
NodeFilter interface and DocumentTraversal returns traversal object such as 
TreeWalker or NodeIterator representing filtered-out nodes. This basic operation 
provides easy-to-use, robust, selective traversal of a document’s contents. 
Moreover this DocumentTraversal API such as createNodeIterator() and 
createTreeWalker() and some other APIs of DOM core API provides scoping 
functionality basically with root node of containment tree. The major part of 
Traversal follows. 

• Interface NodeFilter: Filters are objects that know how to “filter out” nodes. 
If a NodeIterator or TreeWalker is given a NodeFilter, it applies the filter before 
it returns the next node. If the filter says to accept the node, the traversal logic 
returns it. Otherwise, traversal looks for the next node and pretends that the node 
was not there. 

• short acceptNode(in Node n) → Test whether a specified node is visible in 
the logical view of a TreeWalker or NodeIterator. This function will be called by 
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the implementation of TreeWalker and NodeIterator; it is not normally called 
directly from user code. 

• Interface TreeWalker :TreeWalker objects are used to navigate a document 
tree or subtree using the view of the document defined by their whatToShow 
flags and filter (if any). 

• Interface NodeIterator: Iterators are used to step through a set of nodes, e.g. 
the set of nodes in a NodeList, the document subtree governed by a particular 
Node, the results of a query, or any other set of nodes. 

• Node nextNode() raises(dom::DOMException) → Returns the next node in 
the set and advances the position of the iterator in the set. After a NodeIterator is 
created, the first call to nextNode() returns the first node in the set. 

• Node previousNode() raises(dom::DOMException) → Returns the previous 
node in the set and moves the position of the NodeIterator backwards in the set. 

• void detach() → Detaches the NodeIterator from the set which it iterated 
over, releasing any computational resources and placing the iterator in the 
INVALID state. 

• Interface DocumentTraversal: DocumentTraversal contains methods that 
create iterators and tree-walkers to traverse a node and its children in document 
order (depth first, pre-order traversal, this is equivalent to the order in which the 
start tags occur in the text representation of the document). In DOMs that 
support the Traversal feature, DocuementTraversal will be implemented by the 
same objects that implement the Document interface. 

• NodeIterator createNodeIterator(in Node root, in unsigned long whatToShow, 
in NodFilter filter, in Boolean entityReferenceExpansion) 
raises(dom::DOMException) → Create a node NodeIterator over the subtree 
rooted at the specified node. 

• TreeWalker createTreeWalker(in Node root, in unsigned long whatToShow, 
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in NodeFilter filter, in Boolean entityReferenceExpansion) 
raises(dom::DOMException) → Create a new TreeWalker over the subtree 
rooted at the specified node. 

 
As explained above, DOM APIs assist us to implement some basic operations 

of the OMF, such as creation, deletion, retrieval, modification, filtering, and 
scoping. We can easily implement management application using the standard 
DOM APIs.  
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6. Performance Evaluation 

To validate our proposed XML-based network management, we implemented 
XNMS consisting of the XBM manager, the XBM agent, the XML/XNMP 
gateway. Also, we evaluated the XNMS by performance tests. In this section, we 
explain the test environments and show the performance test results of the XBM 
manager, XBM agent and XML/SNMP gateway from the aspect of resource 
utility and latency, which is the roundtrip time for sending and receiving messages.  

6.1 Test Environments 

In this section, we describe the performance test environments. 

XBM Manager

SNMP Manager

Network Device
SNMP Agent

100 Mbps

100 Mbps

IP sharing device
XBM Agent

SNMP Agent

100 Mbps

100 Mbps

XML/SNMP 
Gateway

100 Mbps

 
Figure 19. Performance Testbed 

As described in Figure 19, we performed the test with the XBM manager, the 
gateway, and managed devices joined by a 100 Mbps LAN. First, we examined 
the resource utility of the XBM and SNMP agents in the IP sharing device and 
compared response time between the XBM manager and agent with that between 
the SNMP manager and agent. The solid lines in Figure 19 explain these 
communications. Next, we evaluated the performance of XML/SNMP gateway in 
the aspect of the three proposed interaction methods. Finally, we performed the 
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scalability test of the XBM manager in the POSTECH campus networks and 
compared the performance of the XBM manager with that of SNMP manager. 
The dotted lines in Figure 19 show these communications. For the gateway 
machine, we used a Linux server with a Pentium-III 800 MHz CPU and 256 MB 
RAM. For the XBM and SNMP managers, we also used Linux servers with a 
Pentium-III 800 MHz CPU and 256 MB RAM.  

6.2 Performance Test Results of Agent 

We verify the performance of our XBM agent by comparing it with the SNMP 
agent on the same IP sharing device. We compare resource utilities, such as CPU 
load, run-time memory size, and executable code size. We also compare the 
generated network traffic of each agent between the manager and the agent. 
Moreover, we measure how much network traffic is reduced by a scheduling and 
push mechanism for periodic monitoring. Finally, the processing time of our 
XBM agent against the traditional SNMP agent is measured with the response 
time of Get/Set requests between the manager and the agent. Also, we measure the 
network traffic and response time between XBM manager and SNMP agent on the 
IP sharing device through the XML/SNMP gateway. 

Table 12 compares the SNMP agent and the XBM agent in terms of CPU load, 
run-time memory usage, and executable code size. This information is discovered 
by the Linux commands, such as top, cpuload, etc., and the status data in proc 
directory generated during the run-time of the process daemon. Both the XBM 
agent and the SNMP agent provide SNMP MIB II information. The SNMP agent 
extends the Net-SNMP [69] and supports only SNMPv1. The widely-deployed 
SNMP manager support SNMPv1. Also, the GET-BULK operation in SNMPv2 
will merely have better performance over SNMPv1 when retrieving data in 
sequential order, however for generality we consider the MIB data to be retrieved 
randomly. The executable code size of SNMPv2 agent takes a little more than 
SNMPv1 agent. For this reason, we consider only SNMPv1.  
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From Table 12, our XBM agent takes more resources than the SNMP agent. 
However, the increase is insignificant. While the XML parser is generally 
considered to consume many resources and to be insufficient in application to the 
embedded systems, our XBM agent is lightweight enough to be equipped in 
network devices and perform network management functionality. 

 
Agent CPU load Run-time memory usage Executable code size 
SNMPv1 17 % 600 KB 400 KB 
XML-based 20 % 700 KB 560 KB 

Table 12. Resource Utility of SNMP and XBM agent 

Table 13 shows the network traffic of each agent between the SNMP agent and 
manager, between the XBM agent and manager, and between the SNMP agent and 
XBM manager through the XML/SNMP gateway in terms of system group and 
interface group of MIB II information. We captured packets and those sizes 
between each manager and agent by the network traffic monitoring tool, Ethereal 
[70]. The network traffic of the XML/SNMP gateway is the sum of traffic 
between the XBM manager and the XML/SNMP gateway and between the 
XML/SNMP gateway and the SNMP agent.  

In the case of requests for one object in Table 13, we can easily determine the 
smaller size of the Get request message and response message of the SNMP agent 
because it is aimed to serve the network management protocol. However, the 
XBM agent uses the HTTP/TCP protocol, so increases network traffic for each 
information access over SNMP. In the case of XBM agent, network traffic for a 
TCP connection is summed up. Conversely, for a grouped request, the XBM agent 
produces less network traffic than the SNMP agent because the SNMP agent 
requests several GetNext operations and receives responses for every node, while 
the XBM agent retrieves the entire system group or interfaces group information 
in one request using an HTTP message. Moreover, the difference is outstanding in 
the case of the interfaces group because it includes more managed objects. Most 
cases of Get or Set operation for management information request multiple data at 
once. Therefore, the XBM agent produces less network traffic than the SNMP 
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agent in this case.  
The dramatic change of network size and complexity has hugely increased the 

size of some management tables. An interesting example is the routing table 
(ipRouteTable in SNMP), especially the BGP routing tables in the core routers. 
From the Geoff Huston’s presentation in Internet2 Joint Techs Workshop on 
January 2001 [71], the size of BGP routing table increases from 10,000 to 110,000 
from year 1994 to year 2001. The typical size of BGP tables in core router has 
already reached more than 100,000 entries. The retrieval of large table data has 
become a challenge to the network management system. Our XBM agent can 
reduce the network traffic volume in the case of large table retrieval.  

If the XBM manager manages the SNMP agent through the XML/SNMP 
gateway, the network traffic is the sum of traffic between the XBM manager and 
the XML/SNMP gateway and between the XML/SNMP gateway and the SNMP 
agent. The message between the XBM manager and the gateway adds MIB 
information such as MIB name and community name to the message between the 
XBM manager and the XBM agent. The network traffic between the XBM 
manager and XML/SNMP gateway can be reduced using a compression 
mechanism of HTTP. Also, the XML/SNMP gateway can be implemented as an 
internal gateway, which implies XBM manager and XML/SNMP gateway run on 
a single system. This internal gateway does not generate network traffic. However, 
the computing overhead to implement the manager and the gateway in a single 
system is complex. We compared the gateway performance of three different 
methods from the aspect of network traffic and response. 

Get request message (bytes) Get response message (bytes) Management 
Property SNMP XBM XML/SNMP Gateway SNMP XBM XML/SNMP Gateway 
sysDescr 82 508 666 (584 + 82) 145 510 671 (526 + 145) 
sysContact 82 510 678 (586 +82) 103 460 579 (476 + 103) 
system Group 572 511 1159 (587 + 572) 722 710 1448 (726 + 722) 
inOctets  
(2 interfaces) 169 511 755 (586 + 169) 175 522 713 (538 + 175) 

outOctets  
(2 interfaces) 169 511 756 (587 + 169) 176 526 718 (572 + 176) 

interfaces Group 3720 511 4307 (587 + 3720) 3818 1924 5758 (1940 + 3818 ) 

Table 13. Message Size of Get 
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Regarding in/out octets to monitor periodic network traffic for devices with 
two interfaces, the SNMP creates a request message of approximately 169 bytes to 
each in/out octet information and response message of approximately 175 bytes. 
However, the XBM agent receives a request message of 840 bytes to set the 
schedule information in the initial time and sends only a message of 526 bytes 
periodically to the manager. If the period is shorter and the manager has many 
devices to monitor, the scheduler mechanism in the XBM agent achieves a more 
effective network traffic reduction. The manager can reduce processing overhead 
to generate Get request messages for periodic monitoring. 

Table 14 shows the message size of the Set operation. The Set response 
message size of SNMP is the same as the Set request message size of SNMP. The 
response message of XML-based is the “HTTP OK” message. The Set operation 
is processed by an HTTP post operation. The size of the post operation is longer 
than that of the get operation in HTTP. As the Get operation, the Set operation can 
reduce network traffic in the case of a request of multiple data at once. 

Set request message (bytes) Set response message (bytes) Management 
Property SNMP XBM XML/SNMP Gateway SNMP XBM XML/SNMP Gateway 
sysDescr 104 620 820 (716 + 104) 104 480 600 (476 + 104) 
sysContact 130 628 856 (726 + 130) 130 480 626 (476 + 130) 

Table 14. Message Size of Set 

Table 15 shows the message of the Trap operation. The SNMP agent sends a 
notification to the manager, but the manager does not respond to the notification 
to the agent. Therefore, the Trap response message size of SNMP is 0. However, 
this can cause a loss in important notifications. The notification message size of 
the XBM agent is longer than that of the SNMP agent, and the XBM manager 
generates the response message. However, the network traffic generated by the 
trap message is scarce. The response message of the XBM manager guarantees the 
safe delivery of the important trap messages. In the case of the communication 
through the XML/SNMP gateway, the XML/SNMP gateway generates XML-
formatted trap message from SNMP trap message, sends the message to the XBM 
manager and receives the response from the manager.  
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Trap notification message (bytes) Trap response message (bytes) Management 
Property SNMP XBM XML/SNMP Gateway SNMP XBM XML/SNMP Gateway 
coldStart trap 110 720 830 (110 + 720) 0 480 480 
linkDown trap 127 790 917 (127 + 790) 0 480 480 

Table 15. Message Size of Trap 

Table 16 shows the response time of each MIB object. The response time of 
the Get/Set request is measured by the time() function call from the request 
initiation to response reception. The XBM agent takes more time than the SNMP 
agent for accessing each leaf node in the system group in MIB II. In the case of 
retrieving group values at once, the SNMP agent takes more time than the XBM 
agent. The response time through the XML/SNMP gateway adds the gateway 
processing time to SNMP communication. The response time of the Set request is 
almost the same as that of the Get request. These data do not show a significant 
difference in the response time between the SNMP agent and the XBM agent. 
Therefore, the XBM agent achieves a performance good enough for processing 
XML documents. Also, the processing overhead of the XML/SNMP gateway 
approach is not large compared with the direct communication between the 
manager and agent.  

Response Time (ms) Management Property SNMP XBM XML/SNMP Gateway 
sysDescr 40 50 80 
system Group 160 140 250 
interface Group 980 800 1250 

Table 16. Response Time of Get Request 

As a result, the XBM agent is small and efficient as the SNMP agent in terms 
of resource utilization and processing time. Also, the XML/SNMP gateway 
approach does not generate the extreme processing overhead in terms of response 
time. In addition, the XBM agent gives outstanding network traffic reduction to 
access much information in a limited time. 

The XNMS solves the scalability problem in the manager’s processing 
capacity because the overhead for processing management functionality is 
distributed to the XML/SNMP gateway. If the number of agents to be managed 
increases, we can increase the number of gateways. The architecture of the 
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management system is hierarchical and the gateway acts as a management system 
and the XNMS acts as the manager of managers. According to the response time, 
the gateway efficiently processes the translation, and quickly delivers the message 
between the manager and agent. 

6.3 Performance Test Results of XML/SNMP Gateway 

In order to measure the performance of the XML parser-based method in an 
internal gateway, we implemented a simple XBM manager as a Java bean within 
the gateway system. We performed the experiment with two managed devices 
with a different number of Ethernet interfaces. The managed devices are an L4 
switch with 9 ports (Device 1), and an L2 switch with 26 ports (Device 2) within 
the same domain. The MIB-II interface table size increases as the number of ports 
increases, and thus the XML document size for MIB-II in each device also 
increases. We measured the roundtrip time to retrieve the whole MIB-II values 
using iterative SNMP GetNext requests. 
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Figure 20. Latency Performance Measurements in XML/SNMP Gateway 

As illustrated in Figure 20, we categorized the test into four from T1 to T4, as 
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follows: T1 is the latency between the SNMP stacks on the gateway and the 
SNMP agent; T2 is the latency of the DOM-based translation method; T3 is the 
roundtrip time for the HTTP-based translation; and T4 is for the SOAP-based 
translation. These mean the roundtrip time for retrieving whole MIB-II data from 
the managed devices. These results also show the overhead of each translation 
method compared with the latency of the SNMP communication between the 
gateway and the agent. System.currentTimeMillis() in JDK 1.4.1 is used for time 
measurement in the test. We also measured the setup time for each 
communication method, which means the time between when an HTTP or a 
SOAP request was initiated in the manager and when the gateway was actually 
contacted. 

In order to validate our proposed translation methods and provide guidelines 
for the implementation of the translation methods producing better performance, 
we also evaluated the performance according to the variations of the details 
applied to each translation method. First, we evaluated an overhead in parsing 
various XPath expressions which are commonly used in the proposed translation 
methods. Second, we compared the performance of the HTTP-based translation 
method using HTTP GET and HTTP POST. Finally, we considered the design 
features which impact performance of the gateway in SOAP-based translation. 
When examining the SOAP-based architecture, an efficient use of SOAP methods 
should be considered. Therefore, we tested the latency of several variations of 
message definition for the get operation. 

Table 17 compares the latency performance of the XML parser-, HTTP- and 
SOAP-based translation methods. These results do not include the processing time 
for the User Interface and the connection setup time for HTTP or SOAP. In these 
tests, the HTTP connection setup time is about 0.1 milliseconds. Therefore, this 
setup time is negligible for overall latency performance. Apache Axis took 
roughly 15 to 20 milliseconds for the SOAP connection setup. In addition, the 
processing time of specification translation and the loading time of the converted 
XML Schema document took about 535 milliseconds.  
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We first presented the latency between the SNMP stacks in the gateway and 
managed devices. The SNMP communication for retrieving MIB-II took about 
1307 milliseconds for Device 1 and about 4283 milliseconds for Device 2. The 
number in parentheses represents the overhead for each translation method in 
percentage. As predicted, the XML parser-based interaction method added a little 
processing overhead to direct an SNMP request, and the SOAP-based interaction 
method took much more processing overhead than other methods. However, each 
translation method adds approximately the same amount of overhead time to the 
basic SNMP processing time, although each T1 value increases in proportion to 
the size of the MIB data. This additional translation overhead takes a small 
portion of the overall processing time in the gateway. 

Table 17. Comparison on the Latency Performance of the Interaction Translation Methods 

Next, we evaluated the overhead of parsing various XPath expressions in 
XML parser-based translation. We categorized XPath expressions into four types, 
expressions A to D, and measured the latency using sample expressions of those 
types. Table 18 shows the latency for retrieving MIB-II interfaces data using these 
four types of XPath expressions. In the cases of expression A and B, the XPath 
parsing overheads are quite small and negligible for the overall processing time. 
Most processing time in expression A is consumed for retrieving whole ifTable 
data from the SNMP agent. Expression B also consumed most of the processing 
time for retrieving ifInOctets and ifOutOctets, and its overall overhead is much 
smaller than the overhead in expression A because the retrieved data size 
decreased from 12 KB to 2 KB. However, the overhead for parsing an XPath 

                  Device (MIB size) 
Method 

Device 1 
(28 KB) 

Device 2 
(54 KB) 

SNMP Stack: T1 (ms) 1307.1 4283.6 

XML Parser-based Translation: T2 (ms) 1360.6 (4.1 %) 4317.6 (0.8 %) 

HTTP-based Translation: T3 (ms) 1419.1 (8.6 %) 4418.8 (3.2 %) 

SOAP-based Translation: T4 (ms) 1613.3 (23.4 %) 4922.2 (14.9 %) 
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increased considerably in the case for expression C, even though the expression 
specifies the same MIB objects as expression B. The retrieved data through 
expression C is exactly the same as the one in expression B, but the XPath parsing 
overhead in expression C causes an increase in overall overhead to about 200 
percent. In the case of expression D, the overhead for parsing an XPath is more 
serious. In order to filter the data with the condition that the value of ifType is 6 
(ethernet-csmacd), the gateway must retrieve all of ifType, ifInOctets and 
ifOutOctets, and return ifInOctets and ifOutOctets with ifType 6. Thus, expression 
D especially took much time for parsing the complicated XPath expression. 

Table 18. Comparison on the Parsing Overhead of XPath Expressions 

Therefore, one must carefully consider which XPath expression to select for a 
particular operation, although XPath provides expressions for exactly specifying 
target objects to retrieve and avoids for the gateway delivering unnecessary data 
to the manager. The XML/SNMP gateway must provide acceptable performance 
when concurrent calls from managers are made. Therefore, it is more desirable to 
delegate these overheads of XPath parsing to the managers, provided that most 
manager systems have sufficient system resources. Also, it can be considered that 
the XML/SNMP gateway supports limited XPath expressions and time-
consuming XPath parsing is performed in each manager for reducing the overhead 
of the gateway. 

In summary, we have presented the effects of several variations of the 
proposed methods on the overall performance of the gateway. The XPath parsing 
overhead considerably affects the overall overhead of the gateway, and the use of 

Type A B C D 

Example 
Expression //ifTable //ifInOctets | 

//ifOutOctets 

//ifType/following-
sibling::ifInOctets | 
//ifType/following-
sibling::ifOutOctets 

//ifType[.='6']/following-
sibling::ifInOctets | 
//ifType[.='6']/following-
sibling::ifOutOctets 

Retrieved 
Data Size (KB) 12.4 2.1 2.1 1.8 

Overhead of XPath 
Parsing (ms) 0.5 0.6 108.2 1432.2 

Overall Overhead (ms) 353.8 103.5 212.3 1682.8 
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alternative expressions or the split of the parsing overhead between the gateway 
and the manager increases the performance of the gateway. We reduced the 
interaction translation overheads applying this test result and validated that our 
XML/SMMP gateway results in a better performance. 

6.4 Performance and Scalability of XBM Manager  

We are monitoring our campus gigabit network using our XNMS system. We 
are monitoring Cisco backbone routers and switches. Our monitoring is comprised 
of about one hundred devices. We increased the number of SNMP agents from 
one up to one hundred. First, we measured network traffic between the XBM 
manager and SNMP agents through the XML/SNMP gateway according to the 
number of SNMP agents. Next, we measured the response time according to the 
number of SNMP agents. Finally, we measured the processing overhead of the 
XBM manager such as CPU load and run-time memory usage. 

Table 19 shows network traffic between the SNMP agent and the XML/SNMP 
gateway and between the gateway and the XBM manager in the terms of system 
group with eight elements. The sum of these two values is the entire network 
traffic volume for the XBM manager to retrieve management information from 
the SNMP agents through the gateway.  

Table 19. Network Traffic of Get Operation for system Group 

Figure 21 shows the graph of the network traffic in Table 19. The line with 
circle shows the network traffic between the gateway and the XBM manager. The 
line with square is the network traffic between the SNMP agent and the gateway. 
As shown in Figure 21, the increase of network traffic volume is linear according 

# of 
SNMP 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

SNMP↔ 
Gateway 
(Bytes) 

1294 12986 26037 39098 52094 64091 77212 90214 103301 116428 129702 

Gateway 
↔ XBM 
(Bytes) 

1313 8021 15372 23116 30310 37102 44129 51124 58198 65149 72310 
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to the number of SNMP agents. The network traffic volume between the SNMP 
agent and the gateway is almost twice as much as that between the gateway and 
the XBM manager. The traffic volume between the gateway and the XBM 
manager is nearly same to that of the XBM agent and the XBM manager. Because 
the XBM manager requests the almost same message to the XBM agent and the 
gateway, the traffic volumes are almost same.  

 
Figure 21. Network Traffic of Get Operation for system Group 

Table 20 shows the response time of Get operation for system group according 
to the number of SNMP agents. In the case of the retrieval of one object, the 
processing time of the manager is thirty-three times as large as the processing time 
of the gateway. However, as the number of SNMP agent increases, the processing 
overhead is occupied in the gateway. The processing time of the XBM manager 
does not much increase according to the number of SNMP agent. The time 
between the SNMP stacks between the gateway and agent takes 96 percent in the 
entire time for the XBM manager to retrieve system group information from the 
SNMP agent through the XML/SNMP gateway. As the number of the SNMP 
agent increases, the portion of the processing time between the gateway and the 
XBM manager decreases.  
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# of 
SNMP 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

SNMP↔ 
Gateway 30 9316 12930 28046 36455 46192 66214 83762 103424 139226 140991 

Gateway 
↔ XBM 1020 1938 2463 2920 3320 3520 3965 4346 4938 5842 6210 

Total (ms) 1050 11254 15393 30966 39775 49712 70179 88108 135362 145068 147201 

Table 20. Response Time of Get Operation for system Group 

Figure 22 shows the response time in Table 20. The line with circle shows the 
response time between the gateway and the XBM manager. The line with triangle 
is the response time between the XBM manager and the SNMP agent. 

 
Figure 22. Response Time of Get Operation for system Group 

Also, we evaluated the CPU usage and memory usage of the XBM manager 
and XML/SNMP gateway according to the number of SNMP agents. As shown in 
Table 21 and Table 22, the memory usage increases slowly according to the 
number of SNMP agent, whereas the CPU usage increases linearly. Figure 23 and 
Figure 24 show the graph of the CPU usage and memory usage in Table 21 and 
Table 22 respectively. One gateway can serve a hundred of network devices. As 
the number of network devices increases, the XBM manager can manage 
hundreds of network devices using multiple XML/SNMP gateways.  
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# of 
SNMP 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

CPU 
Usage(%) 5.1 5.9 6.9 9.9 12.7 16.7 22.8 24.5 26.2 28.3 30.4 

Memory 
Usage(%) 10.2 13.8 14.2 14.6 14.7 15.1 15.4 16.0 16.3 17.1 17.7 

Table 21. Resource Utility of XBM Manager 

 
Figure 23. Resource Utility of XBM Manager 

 
# of 
SNMP 1 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

CPU 
Usage(%) 3.1 4.2 7.3 8.6 10.0 19.2 21.8 24.2 29.8 36.0 40.4 

Memory 
Usage(%) 12.1 12.3 12.3 12.4 14.4 14.8 15.4 16.8 17.3 18.8 19.7 

Table 22. Resource Utility of XML/SNMP Gateway 
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Figure 24. Resource Utility of XML/SNMP Gateway 

In summary, we evaluated the scalability of the XBM manager and the 
XML/SNMP gateway to manage existing SNMP agents. The network traffic 
overhead is much larger in SNMP communication than in XML/HTTP 
communication. Also, the processing time is much longer in SNMP 
communication than in XML/HTTP communication. If the entire agent became 
the XBM agent instead of the SNMP agent, the network overhead and processing 
overhead of SNMP is diminished. The resource utility of the XBM manager 
increases as the number of SNMP agent grows. Moreover, the increase of the CPU 
usage is considerable. Therefore, the management system upgrades the CPU as 
the number of managed devices increases. This is same to the XML/SNMP 
gateway. The scalability problems of the XBM manager to manage legacy SNMP 
agents can be solved using multiple gateways. 
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7. Conclusions 

This section summarizes the overall contents of the thesis and lists a set of 
contributions this thesis achieved. In addition, the future work is discussed. 

7.1 Summary 

In this thesis, we presented the problems of SNMP from the aspect of 
management tasks: inefficient management information modeling, no standard 
method to instrumentation, simple management protocol, and no standard and 
easy method analysis and presentation. We proposed methods for solving SNMP 
problems using XML technologies by applying XML technologies to each 
network management task. Also, we outlined methods to solve the current XML-
based network management. We proposed the architecture of an XNMS consisting 
of the XBM manger, the XBM agent, and the XML/SNMP gateway.  

We introduced a survey of work performed in the area of XML-based network 
management. We also proposed XML-based integrated network management and 
explained our gateway approach for managing the existing legacy SNMP agent 
that uses the advantages of XML technologies. For validation, we designed and 
implemented XNMS for managing network devices based on the proposed 
manager and gateway architecture. Also, we developed an XML-based 
configuration management system (X-CONF) [53] for distributed systems. Our 
XNMS fully utilizes XML technologies, such as XML Schema, DOM, XPath, 
XQuery, and XSLT to network management. We were able to reduce the 
development cost of the management system through the support of standard API 
for processing XML documents. We have implemented and validated the 
XML/SNMP gateway using all three of the proposed methods. The HTTP- and 
SOAP-based translation methods are based on the XML parser-based translation. 
We also developed an XBM agent for achieving a pure XML-based network 
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management. We have verified the functionality of our XBM agent by applying it 
to a commercial Internet sharing device.  

The performance result of the XBM agent showed almost the same 
performance and resource usage compared with the existing management 
paradigm, the SNMP agent. Moreover, the XBM agent is more efficient than the 
SNMP agent in terms of network traffic. The XML/SNMP gateway approach to 
integrated network management generates more network traffic and processing 
time. The network traffic overhead of the XML/SNMP gateway is unavoidable. 
However, the latency performance of the gateway is small compared to that of the 
SNMP communication. Through experiments, we validated that our XML/SMMP 
gateway provides efficient translation facilities in the integrated network 
management. That is, the processing overhead of the XML/SNMP gateway 
approach is small compared with the direct SNMP communication between the 
manager and agent. 

We are monitoring our campus gigabit network using our management system. 
We are also monitoring Cisco backbone routers and switches. The network 
devices we are monitoring are composed of one hundred devices. So far, we have 
not encountered any problems. These devices are basically equipped with SNMP 
agents. Therefore, we are monitoring these network devices through the 
XM/SNMP gateway. We showed the test results of the network traffic overhead, 
the response time, and resource utility of the XBM manager.  

This paper presented an architectural framework for the development of 
XML-based network management systems. This framework can be used as a 
guideline for developing management systems. For validating our proposed 
architecture, we developed an XNMS consisting of the XBM agent, the XBM 
manager, and the XML/SNMP gateway. From the performance evaluation, we 
showed the scalability and efficiency of our XNMS compared to SNMP-based 
network management.  
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7.2 Contributions 

The core contributions of this thesis are threefold. First, problems with the 
current SNMP network management framework in network management tasks are 
defined and solutions to the problems are also described using XML technologies. 
In additions to the SNMP problems and their solutions, problems with the current 
XML-based NM are described and solutions are also proposed. We proposed the 
solution to the SNMP problems by the applicability of XML technologies to each 
network management task. The XML Schema is used in management information 
modeling. The HTTP and SOAP protocols are used in the management protocol. 
The standard DOM interface is used in instrumentation and management 
information analysis. The XSLT is used in the transformation of XML data to 
HTML and this transformed HTML provides the Web-MUI. Also, we 
implemented the XNMS to solve the current XML-based NM and prove the 
validation of XNMS. We validated the scalability and efficiency of the XML-
based network management through an implementation and performance 
evaluation.  

Second, we showed that the XML-based network management is more 
powerful in the management information model, management protocol, 
management application development process of analysis and presentation 
through the development of the architecture of an XML-based management 
system, along with our experience in implementing it Also, our experience can 
serve as a guideline for developing an XML-based management system.  

Third, through performance tests of an XML-based network management 
system and its application to the real network management of the POSTECH 
campus network, the efficiency and scalability of the XML-based network 
management system are also validated. We showed the effectiveness and 
efficiency of our XBM agent. Also, we proved the scalability and efficiency of our 
XBM manager and XML/SNMP gateway through performance evaluations. 
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7.3 Future Work 

XML technology is widely viewed by many as a revolutionary approach for 
solving problems that exist in current standards and practices for network and 
systems management. More work is needed to prove this by applying to manage 
real networks and systems.  

We are currently monitoring one hundred network devices in the POSTECH 
campus network using our XNMS system. However, this monitoring is 
insufficient. We have a plan to increase the number of devices to be managed. 
With further performance evaluations, we will improve the capability of the XBM 
manager to support hundreds and thousands of network devices. We are currently 
improving the efficiency and performance of the gateway using the SAX parser 
instead of the DOM parser and also plan to concentrate on the scalability of the 
gateway. Also, we plan to port our XBM agent to various network devices and 
manage the XBM agent using our XBM manager. Therefore, we will show the 
scalability and efficiency of a pure XML-based network management between the 
XBM manager and agent.  

Finally, we plan to extend management operations of our XNMS to Web 
Services by using WSDL [11] and SOAP [12]. SOAP is a widely-used protocol 
for exchanging XML-based messages in a distributed environment. WSDL is an 
XML-based language used to define Web Services through the SOAP-based 
communication and describe how to access them. We are interested in 
implementing Web Services using UDDI [33] integration with our current 
implementation. 
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요 약 문 

1988년 IETF의 표준인 SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol)가 
등장한 이래로 계속 인터넷 관리는 SNMP에 의해서 이루어지고 있다. 
오늘날 SNMP는 가장 널리 보급된 관리 기술 중 하나이다. 그러나 
SNMP 기반의 관리 프레임워크는 오늘날의 거대하고 복잡한 네트워크

와 시스템을 관리하기에 단점을 드러내고 있다. 특히 관리 정보 모델링, 
관리 프로토콜, 관리 정보 분석 및 분석 결과 표현의 모든 과정에 있어

서 그 취약성이 나타나고 있다. 최근에 XML Schema, DOM, XPath, XSLT 
등과 같은 XML 관련 기술을 네트워크 관리에 적용하고자 하는 XML 
기반의 네트워크 관리가 기존의 SNMP 기반의 관리를 보완하고 대체하

기 위해서 제안되고 있다. XML을 네트워크 관리에 적용하는 것은 다음

과 같은 많은 이점을 가지고 있다. 첫째, XML은 네트워크 관리에 있어

서 구조화된 관리 정보를 위한 막강한 모델링 방법을 제공한다. 둘째, 
XML 기반의 네트워크 관리는 많은 양의 관리 정보를 HTTP 프로토콜

을 통하여 전달 가능하다. 또한, XML 기반의 네트워크 관리는 표준화된 
API와 무료로 이용 가능한 소프트웨어를 사용하여 구현할 수 있다.  

그러나 이런 장점을 가진 XML 기반의 관리도 현재까지 충분한 개

발 경험에 대한 보고가 충분치 않아 단점을 가지고 있다. 지금까지 수

행된 XML 기반 관리의 단점은 개발 사례가 충분치 않아 매니저, 에이

전트 관점에서의 관리 시스템의 일반적인 구조가 제공되지 있지 못하다. 
뿐만 아니라 개발 사례가 적어 XML 기반 관리의 가장 중요한 이슈 중

에 하나인 성능 평가에 대한 보고가 충분치 않다. 그리고 기존의 SNMP 
에이전트를 통합하기 위한 부분적인 방안만 마련되었을 뿐 전체적으로 
SNMP를 통합하는 시스템에 대한 구현이나 방법이 제공되지 못하고 있

다. 따라서 본 논문에서는 기존 SNMP 관리의 문제점과 현재까지 수행

된 XML 기반 관리의 문제점을 해결하고자 한다. 해결하는 방법으로서

는 먼저 SNMP의 문제점을 해결하기 위해 XML을 네트워크 관리의 각 
단계에 적용하는 XML 적용 방법에 대해서 설명하고, 현재까지 수행된 
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XML 기반 관리의 문제점을 해결하기 위해서는 통합된 네트워크 관리

를 위하여, XML 기반의 매니저, 에이전트, XML/SNMP 게이트웨이로 구

성된 XNML 기반의 네트워크 관리 시스템인 XNMS의 아키텍처를 제안

한다. XML/SNMP 게이트웨이는 기존의 SNMP 에이전트를 관리하기 위

해 필요하다. 먼저 우리는 우리의 XNMS 개발 경험을 제시한다. 게이트

웨이 접근을 위해서 우리는 SNMP SMI를 XML Schema로 변환하는 규약 
변환과 상호 교환 작용을 변환하는 게이트웨이를 구현하였다. 또한 우

리는 하나의 특별한 관리 시스템으로 분산 시스템의 구성관리를 위한 
XML 기반의 구성관리 시스템에 대해서도 설명한다. 우리의 XBM 에이

전트의 효율성을 SNMP 에이전트와의 성능 비교 분석을 통하여 입증한

다. 또한 성능 평가와 분석을 통해서 XML/SNMP 게이트웨이를 평가한

다. 마지막으로, 우리의 XNMS 시스템을 포항공대 캠퍼스 네트워크의 
관리에 적용하여 관리를 수행하고, 성능 평가를 통하여 그 XML 기반 
관리의 효율성을 보이고자 한다.  

본 논문에서는 다음과 같은 내용을 제시하고자 한다. 첫째, 본 논문

은 현 네트워크 관리 프레임워크인 SNMP의 문제점과 이 문제점을 해

결하기 위해 현재까지 수행된 XML 기반 관리의 문제점에 대해서 제시

한다. 둘째, XML 기술을 사용하여 SNMP의 문제점을 해결하는 방법에 
대해서 서술하고 현재까지 수행된 XML 기반 관리의 단점을 해결하는 
방안을 제시한다. 마지막으로 이 모든 단점을 해결하는 XML 기반 관리 
시스템의 구조와 개발 경험에 대해서 설명한다. XNMS를 개발한 우리의 
경험은 XML 기술의 장점을 최대한 살려서 XML 기반의 관리 시스템을 
개발하고자 하는 사람들에게 좋은 가이드라인이 될 것이다.
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